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Abstract
It is well-known that quantum groups are relevant to describe the quantum regime
of 3d gravity. They encode a deformation of the gauge symmetries parametrized by
the value of the cosmological constant. They appear as a form of regularization either
through the quantization of the Chern-Simons formulation or the state sum approach of
Turaev-Viro. Such deformations are perplexing from a continuum and classical picture
since the action is defined in terms of undeformed gauge invariance. We present here
a novel way to derive from first principle and from the classical action such quantum
group deformation. The argument relies on two main steps. First we perform a canonical
transformation, which deformed the gauge invariance and the boundary symmetries, and
makes them depend on the cosmological constant. Second we implement a discretization
procedure relying on a truncation of the degrees of freedom from the continuum.
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Introduction
When constructing a quantum theory, it is essential to identify the system’s relevant
symmetries. Symmetries provide, thanks to Noether theorem [1], a non-perturbative
handle which enables us to limit the quantization ambiguities, for example, by demand-
ing that such symmetries are preserved upon quantization. They permit a powerful
organization of the spectra by allowing the quantum states to form a representation of
the symmetry group.
For gauge theories, such as gravity, it appears that this powerful tool is not available.
Indeed, it is often believed that there are no symmetries in gravity, only gauge invari-
ances. This leaves no means to use the power of having non-trivial conserved charges.
Gauge invariances are conventionally understood [2] to be mere redundancies of the
parametrization and, therefore, cannot help us to organize the quantum spectra. Phys-
ical states cannot be distinguished or labelled by the canonical generators associated
with gauge invariance since by definition, these vanish on all physical states. We have
a state of complete degeneracy, which is another expression of the celebrated problem
of time [3], and this is the main reason behind the challenge of constructing a theory of
quantum gravity.
Although there is no doubt that gauge invariance implies redundancy of the parametriza-
tion, there is a lingering sense that there is more to it [4]. After all, different formula-
tions of gravity such as canonical formulation [5], metric formulation [6], tetrad formu-
lation [7], teleparalell formulation [8] or shape-dynamics [9], possess different levels of
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redundancies and seem to present different advantages. Moreover, one seldom studies
gravity in a fully gauge fixed form, such as [10, 11], which would be the most natural
and beneficial option if redundancy was all there is to gauge invariance.
It is therefore natural to wonder whether there can be some other types of “hid-
den” symmetries that could be essential in the construction of the quantum theory, and
whether such hidden symmetries could entertain a profitable relationship with the no-
tion of gauge invariance? Critical examples of hidden symmetries in field theories are
dualities [12], which are not manifest in the bulk Lagrangian. Other examples of hidden
symmetries are dynamical symmetries [13] that arise in integrable systems.
One of the first and strongest indications that there are such “hidden” symmetries
in gravity comes from the Turaev-Viro (TV) model [14], which is an expansion of the
Ponzano-Regge [15] model. Indeed, in the presence of a cosmological constant, the
quantum gravity partition function, can be constructed in terms of spin network states
satisfying the intertwining properties of quantum groups [16,17]. The TV model provides
a discretization of the gravity path integral. This discretization satisfies two fundamental
properties: First, each building block, given by the quantum group 6j symbol, is related
in the limit of small Planck constant to the exponential of the classical gravity action [18].
Second, the partition function is invariant under refinement hence defines a continuum
theory. The puzzle comes from the fact that there seem to be no sign of quantum
group in the continuum theory, so that they seem to appear only after discretization
and quantization.
Other mathematical justifications for quantum group symmetries in the context of
3d quantum gravity also originate from the fact that one can relate the TV model to the
quantization of Chern-Simons (CS) [19–22], and then prove that quantum groups appear
in the definition of the quantum CS theory. For instance, the conjecture that quantum
groups enter the construction of the CS partition function was first made by Witten [23]
and proven by Reshetikhin-Turaev [24]. Another important evidence comes from the
construction by Fock and Roskly [25] of a discrete version of the CS phase space, which
includes from the get-go arbitrary sets of classical R-matrices. The quantization of this
discrete phase, in terms of quantum groups, was achieved by Alekseev et al. [26, 27].
These approaches are top-down in the sense that quantum groups are postulated in
the construction of partition functions or states or algebras and then justified by the
consistency of their mathematical properties but not derived from first principles. In
all these approaches, the R-matrix, which is the quantum group structure constant, is
introduced by hand in the discretization and quantization processes.
There have also been many attempts to try to understand the appearance of quan-
tum groups from a physical perspective. In [28], it was argued that quantum group
deformation perturbatively appears in the limit of small cosmological constant. The
works [29,30] showed that the quantum group structure could appear in the regulariza-
tion of the Hamiltonian constraint. In [31] a deformation of the Hamiltonian constraint,
such that its kernel contains the TV amplitude, was found. We should also mention the
seminal works [32,33], where the quantum group symmetry is identified at the classical
level for the Wess-Zumino model. While this is not the gravity context, the approach
used there was an inspiration for our current work.
Despite all these attempts, no actual derivation of the TV model from a gravity
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action exists. Not to the level of satisfaction achieved for the Ponzano-Regge model
where undeformed symmetry appears [34–37]. All the justifications listed here point to
the fact that the quantum group is the right symmetry to implement in the discrete and
quantum regime, and that this symmetry somehow respects the dynamics of the theory.
However, it is unclear what this symmetry exactly corresponds to. It cannot merely
be gauge invariance since the Lorentz gauge group is independent of the cosmological
constant. Also, it has to be appreciated that quantum groups introduce a preferred
direction that selects a Cartan subalgebra from the onset. The source and nature of this
preferred direction have been a long-standing puzzle.
The question we would like to address here is what is the classical origin of these
quantum deformed symmetries, starting from the gravity action?
Answering this question relies on three concepts. The first key idea was first formu-
lated in [38], further formalized in [39] and developed in [40, 41] at the quantum level.
Concretely, these works establish that there are, actual symmetries in gravity repre-
sented by non-trivial canonical generators. These symmetries reveal themselves once we
decompose a gravitational system into subsystems. Then the boundary of the subsys-
tem decomposition supports the symmetry generators. The point is that these boundary
symmetry generators are the relevant symmetry generators that one needs to use in or-
der to construct the quantum theory. The quantum spacetime is then obtained as a
fusion of quantum representations of the boundary symmetry group. This represents
the quantum equivalent of the gluing of subregions. This idea is built upon the works of
many who have demonstrated the central importance of boundary symmetry algebra in
gravity [42–48] and developped the understanding of the nature of entanglement entropy
in gauge theory [49–55].
The second and related idea, first proposed in [56], is that one can think of the process
of discretizing a field theory, while respecting the bulk gauge invariance [36,57] as a two-
step process. The first step, that we just discussed, is the decomposition of the system
into subregions and the second step is a coarse-graining operation where one replaces
each cell of the decomposition by a vacuum solution of the bulk constraints. Conse-
quently, the subregion boundaries, and their symmetry charges, encode all the relevant
degrees of freedom of this corase grained data. This procedure leads to a discretization
that respects, by construction, the fundamental invariance of the theory under study.
It also leads to a new way to approach the continuum limit as a condensation of charge
defects [58]. The choice of a solution on each cell corresponds to a vacuum choice at the
quantum level [59]. This strategy has been developed in the case of three-dimensional
gravity in [60–62].
The third concept is illustrated in the section II for 3d gravity and in [63] for 4d
gravity. It uses the fact that it is possible to modify the expression of the boundary
symmetries and their charges by the addition of boundary terms to the action. In the
case of 3d gravity, the boundary symmetry is composed of the internal Lorentz symmetry
and the translation symmetry. We show that it is necessary, in the presence of a non-
vanishing cosmological constant, to add a boundary term to the action to ensure that
the boundary translational symmetry is closed as an algebra. This boundary term,
which implements a canonical transformation in the bulk, is the continuum analog of
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the classical R-matrix. It is given for 3d gravity by∫
∂M
rije
i ∧ ej, rij ≡ ijknk, (1)
where nk is a fiducial vector that is shown to be the quantum group preferred direction
and whose norm square is proportional to the cosmological constant. We show that the
presence of this boundary term affect the bulk connection and deforms the notion of
gauge invariance, by replacing the usual gauge invariance by an equivalent one preserving
the fiducial vector ni. The fact that this is possible to introduce a fiducial vector without
breaking, only deforming, gauge invariance is the central physical mechanism behind the
appearance of quantum groups. It happens because the vector labels a bulk canonical
transformation whose rotation can be rectified by a canonical boundary transformation.
It is well-known that the charges of local rotations are given by the boundary coframe,
that they form an algebra denoted su and that the charges of local translations are
given by the boundary connection [64]. After deformation we find that the translation
generators form a subalgebra denoted an:
{P ′α, P ′β} = P ′(α×β)×n, P ′φ =
∮
∂Σ
φIωI , (2)
where × denote the cross product, Σ is a 2d subregion and ω the (deformed) gravity
connection. We also find that the cosmological constant enters, through n, in a defor-
mation of the Lorentzian Gauss law. This gives us our first hint of the presence of a
quantum group in the continuum theory.
In section III, we study the process of subdivision and coarse-graining as described
previously. We show that after a choice of vacuum solution on each cell, the symplectic
form of the continuum theory becomes finite-dimensional. It decomposes as a sum over
the intersections of cells, these are the “links” of the decomposition.
For each link ` (and its dual `∗), we identify two holonomies (H`, H˜`) belonging to
the rotation group SU and two holonomies (L`∗ , L˜`∗) belonging to the group AN and we
show that they form a ribbon structure:
H˜`L˜`∗ = L`∗H`. (3)
The crux of the paper consists in proving that the phase space attached to each link is in
fact the Heisenberg double D. As a manifold, the Heisenberg double is the cross-product
group D = SU ./ AN defined by the ribbon structure. The Poisson bracket we derived
is compatible with the action of a Poisson-Lie group, which is the classical analog of the
quantum group. The fact that classical analog of quantum group symmetries appears
naturally when the phase space is a Heisenberg double has been established for a long
time [65–67].
Note that in [68], a discrete model based on Heisenberg doubles attached to links was
proposed. It was also argued there that it provides a discretization of 3d gravity with a
non-zero cosmological constant, and later on, it was shown to lead to the Turaev-Viro
amplitude upon quantization [31]. The relation with the classical continuum variables
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was missing. The derivation of this structure from the continuum action constitutes the
main result of our work.
The article is organized as follow. Section I is essentially a review of existing mate-
rial. We first recall the Hamiltonian analysis of 3d gravity with a non-zero cosmological
constant. We emphasize that the rotational symmetry does not depend on the cosmo-
logical constant, so that it is not clear at first why a deformation of the symmetries
should appear upon quantization.
In section II, we introduce the relevant boundary action which provides the right
starting point for the discretization. We perform the Hamiltonian analysis of the action
in these new variables. In particular, we obtain new rotational symmetries which do
depend on the cosmological constant.
Section III provides the main result of the paper. We provide a detailed proof that
the Heisenberg double phase space is obtained from our discretization. We highlight how
the discretized variables we have obtained are related to the ones introduced in [68]. We
show explicitly how the deformed symmetries of the Heisenberg double are recovered.
In Section IV, we recall how the quantum group structure appears from the quanti-
zation of the discrete variables we have constructed, following [31].
1 Canonical analysis of the 3d gravity action with a cosmological
constant
We first recall the standard canonical analysis of the first order 3d gravity action with
a non-zero cosmological constant. We consider a 3-dimensional manifold M [69]. The
greek indices α, β, .. ∈ {1, 2, 3} are spacetime indices, while capital latin letters I, J, .. ∈
{1, 2, 3} are internal indices.
From metric formulation to first order formulation. In the metric formulation the action
is given by
SEH [gµν ] = − 1
2σκ
∫
M
d3x
√
σ det(gµν) (R[gµν ]− 2Λ), (4)
where κ = 8piG and σ encodes the signature, σ = −1 for the Lorentzian case and σ = +1
for the Euclidean case. We introduce the frame field eIµ, such that
gµν = ηIJe
I
µe
J
ν , e
I
µe
µ
J = δ
I
J , e
I
µe
ν
I = δ
ν
µ . (5)
The internal metric is then η = (+,+, σ). We also introduce the spin connection A˜IJ , a
so(η) valued spin connection, such that A˜IJ = −A˜JI . The associated curvature is
RIJ [A˜] = dA˜IJ + A˜I L ∧ A˜LJ . (6)
Replacing these quantities in the action (4), we recover
SGR[A˜, e] = − 1
2σκ
∫
M
εIJK
(
eI ∧R[A˜]JK − Λ
3
eI ∧ eJ ∧ eK
)
. (7)
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It is common to rewrite the connection with a single index, using the Levi-Civita tensor,
which also depends on the signature. Fixing 123 = 1, we have 
123 = σ and furthermore
µνρµβγ = σ(δ
ν
βδ
ρ
γ − δρβδνγ) . (8)
We have then
A˜J =
1
2
JKLA˜
KL, A˜JK = σJKIA˜
I (9)
RJ =
1
2
JKLR
KL, RJK = σJKIR
I , RI = dA˜I − σ
2
IJKA˜
J ∧ A˜K . (10)
In order to have a curvature formula that does not depend on the signature, we can
rescale the connection A = −σA˜, so that
RI [A˜] = −σF I [A] = −σ(dAI + 1
2
IJKA
J ∧ AK). (11)
A is still a so(η) valued spin connection. Replacing this expression in the action, we
obtain
SBF [A, e] =
1
κ
∫
M
(
ηIJe
I ∧ F J [A] + σΛ
6
IJK e
I ∧ eJ ∧ eK
)
(12)
=
1
κ
∫
M
eI ∧
(
FI [A] + σ
Λ
3
EI
)
, (13)
where EI =
1
2
(e×e)I is the area flux, FI [A] ≡ dAI + 12 (A×A)I denotes the curvature of
A and (A×B)I = IJKAJ∧BK denotes the cross-product of Lie algebra valued forms. In
the following, we will work in units where κ = 1, reestablishing the units when deemed
useful.
Equations of motion. One can couple this action to matter field via SMat(e, A;φ) and
we denote PI ≡ − δSMatδeI the energy momentum density and J I ≡ − δS
Mat
δAI
the angular-
momentum density of the matter fields. The equations of motion are given by
FI [A] + Λ σEI ≈ PI dAeI ≈ J I , (14)
where dAe
I ≡ deI +(A×e)I is the torsion of A. In vaccuum, when no matter is present,
the first equation is the curvature constraint F IΛ ≡ F [A]I + ΛEI ≈ 0 and the second
equation is the torsion free condition since T I ≡ dAeI ≈ 0. We use the notation ≈ to
stress that we have implemented the equations of motion.
Action symmetries The action is invariant under a set of (gauge) symmetries. The first
obvious symmetry is given by the so(η) infinitesimal gauge transformations, parametrized
by the scalar fields αJ ,
δαe
I = (e× α)I , δαAI = dAαI , (15)
δαJ I = (J × α)I , δαPI = (P × α)I .
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They do not depend on the cosmological constant.
The second one is the ”shift” symmetry, parametrized by the scalar fields φJ ,
δφe
I = dAφ
I , δφA
I = Λ (e× φ)I , (16)
δφJ I = (P × φ)I , δφPI = Λ (J × φ)I .
These transformations are Λ dependent. The last identity means that in the presence of
a non-zero Λ, the notion of energy and momentum depends on the translational frame
via the angular momenta density. In the same way that the notion of angular momenta
depends on the rotational frame via the energy momentum density.
Diffeomorphism symmetry can be written, on-shell of the equations of motion, as a
combined action of gauge and shift symmetries with field dependent parameters [70].
Given an infinitesimal diffeomorphism ξ, we define the field dependent parameters
αIξ = ιξA
I , φIξ = ιξe
I , (17)
and we can express the action of an infinitesimal diffeomorphism as a gauge or shift
symmetry on-shell.
£ξA
I = dιξA
I + ιξdA
I = ιξF
I
Λ + δαξA
I + δφξA
I ≈ δαξAI + δφξAI (18)
£ξe
I = dιξe
I + ιξde
I = ιξT
I + δαξe
I + δφξe
I ≈ δαξeI + δφξeI . (19)
Symplectic form and Poisson brackets. Let us now perform the Hamiltonian analysis of
the action (12). We consider M = R×Σ. The symplectic potential associated with SBFM
is identify as the boundary variation δSBFM ≈ ΘBF∂M . The symplectic form ΩBFΣ = δΘBFΣ ,
associated with a Cauchy slice Σ is
ΘBFΣ = −
∫
Σ
〈e ∧ δA〉 , ΩBFΣ = −
∫
Σ
〈δeuprise δA〉 , (20)
where δ encodes the field variations, uprise is the extension of the wedge product to vari-
ational forms1, and the pairing is given by 〈δeuprise δA〉 = ηIJδeI uprise δAJ . Accordingly,
the canonical variables are the pairs (AIa(x), e
J
b (x)) where a, b are indices tangent to Σ,
a, b, .. ∈ {1, 2}. The canonical Poisson bracket generated by (20) is simply, ∀x, y ∈ Σ,
{AIa(x), eJb (y)} = κ ab ηIJ δ2(x− y), {AIa(x), AJb (y)} = 0 = {eIa(x), eJb (y)}, (22)
where we reinstated κ for completeness.
1If α is a degree a form and β a degree b form, we have
αuprise β = α ∧ β, αuprise δβ = α ∧ δβ, δαuprise δβ = −(−1)abδβ uprise δα. (21)
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Charges algebra It is well-known that the total Hamiltonian and the generators of ro-
tational and translational symmetry are given by boundary terms and satisfy a closed
algebra. Let us recall that the Hamiltonian generator associated with a canonical field
transformation δψ is Hψ provided we have
δψyΩ =
∫
Σ
(〈δψe ∧ δA〉 − 〈δe ∧ δψA〉) = −δHψ. (23)
The Poisson bracket of two generators is defined to be
{Hψ, Hψ′} = Ω(δψ, δψ′) = δψHψ′ . (24)
In other words, the condition (23) means that the Hamiltonian generator Hψ generates
the canonical transformation
δψ· = {Hψ, ·}. (25)
One denotes Jα the generator of rotational symmetry (δα = {Jα, ·}) , Pφ the generator
of translational symmetry. They are given by
Jα =
∫
Σ
αI(J I − dAeI) +
∮
∂Σ
αIe
I ,
Pφ =
∫
Σ
φI
(PI − FI(A)− σΛ2 (e× e)I)+ ∮
∂Σ
φIAI , (26)
The transformations associated to a parameter vanishing on the boundary are gauge
transformations. Hence they have a vanishing charge. Their canonical generator van-
ishes on-shell since it is proportional to the constraints. On the other hand, transfor-
mations whose boundary parameters do not vanish, have non vanishing charges. They
are the boundary symmetries. The corresponding boundary charges are given by
Jα ≈
∮
∂Σ
αIe
I , Pφ ≈
∮
∂Σ
φIAI . (27)
Using (24) and the expressions (15,16) for the transformations, one can evaluate the
boundary charge algebra (reinstating κ)
{Jα, Jβ} = κ J(α×β), {Pφ, Pψ} = σ κΛ J(φ×ψ),
{Jα, Pφ} = κP(α×φ) + κ
∮
∂Σ
φIdαI . (28)
One sees that there exists a central extension in the commutator between Jα and Pφ.
Therefore this algebra is first class only for the transformation parameters α, φ that
are constant on ∂Σ. This set of constant parameters generate then global symmetry
transformations which form a finite dimensional Poisson Lie algebra.
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Quantum algebra of observables. The corresponding quantum operators for the global
charges are given by
Ĵ I ≈ i
∮
∂Σ
eˆI , P̂ I ≈ i
∮
∂Σ
AˆI . (29)
We require them to be be antihermitian Ĵ† = −Ĵ , P̂ † = −P̂ . They satisfy the Lie
algebra brackets
[ĴI , ĴJ ] = lP IJK Ĵ
K , [ĴI , P̂J ] = lP IJK P̂
K , [P̂I , P̂J ] = σ lP Λ IJK Ĵ
K , (30)
with lP = ~κ the Planck length. The indices are raised with the metric ηIJ . Hence
according to the signature σ and the sign s of the cosmological constant Λ, the quantum
algebra of charges is isomorphic to a well-known Lie algebra dσs. We have d++ = so(4)
when dealing with a spherical space-time S3, d+− = sl(2,C) = d−+ when dealing with a
hyperbolical space-time H3 or with a de Sitter space-time dS3 and finally d−− = so(2, 2)
when dealing with an anti de Sitter space-time AdS3.
Gauge theory for dσs. Let us note the generators of Lie algebra dσs by JI and PJ ,
respectively the Lorentz/rotation generators and the boosts. To build the action, we
introduce a pairing between the generators, i.e. an invariant bilinear form over dσs. The
relevant one is2 ,
〈JI ,PJ〉 = ηIJ = 〈PI ,JJ〉 , 〈JI ,JJ〉 = 0 = 〈PI ,PJ〉 . (31)
The frame field has value in the boosts, e ≡ eIPI , whereas the connection has value in
so(η), A ≡ AIJI . Hence, the curvature F [A] is an object with value in so(η), whereas
the torsion T [e, A] takes value in the boosts. In particular the covariant derivatives can
be expressed in terms of the structure constant of so(η).
dAα = dα + [A,α], with α = α
IJI ,
dAφ = dφ+ [A, φ], with φ = φ
IPI . (32)
We could now try to construct the LQG kinematical Hilbert space by imposing the
Gauss constraint first as usually done. Since the rotational charge does not depend on
Λ, we expect to recover after discretization the standard spin networks based on SU(2),
just as when Λ = 0. Hence the kinematical states are not given in terms of a quantum
group structure. However we know that the quantum group structure needs to appear
once we properly implement the dynamics. For example in the Turaev-Viro model [14],
which gives the proper quantization of 3d gravity, the boundary states are given in terms
of quantum group spin networks. This raises a fundamental puzzle and shows that the
choice of discretization scheme could be at odd with the dynamics of the theory. While
both formulations (with group or quantum group spin networks) should agree in the
continuum limit, it is not clear how to define the quantum theory with undeformed spin
networks and then to achieve a proper continuum limit, while the Turaev-Viro model
2See [71] for a discussion on the most general pairing one can consider.
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is well-defined and also known to be invariant under refinement therefore defining a
continuum theory. Resolving this tension means that one needs to deal at the classical
level with a different rotational charge, which should depend on Λ.
Note also that an essential step to construct the quantum states is to discretize the
theory, and in particular the charge information. We note that the translational charge
algebra (28) does not form a closed algebra, rendering its discretization more obscure.
As we will show modifying the rotational charge in a Λ dependent way allows to perform
the discretization without breaking the symmetry.
2 New variables and new action
In order to change the rotational charge structure, which should also depend on Λ, it is
natural to add a boundary term.
2.1 Gravity Action and canonical transformation
Boundary term and canonical transformation. Let us consider a general vector nI parametriz-
ing the boundary contribution. We will see what further conditions n is required to sat-
isfy along the way. We consider then the original action (12) modified by the boundary
term3
SQG[e, A] ≡ SBF [e, A] + 1
2κ
∫
∂M
rIJ e
I ∧ eJ (33)
= SBF [e, A] +
1
2κ
∫
∂M
(e× e)InI
=
1
κ
∫
M
eI ∧
(
FI [A] + σ
Λ
6
IJK e
J ∧ eK
)
+
1
2κ
∫
M
d
(
(e× e)InI
)
. (34)
The boundary term does not modify the equations of motion. We note that while n is
defined first on the boundary ∂M , it can be naturally extended to the bulk M using
Stokes theorem. As before we will work with κ = 1 until deemed necessary.
To perform the Hamiltonian analysis of the new action, we assume as before that
M = R× Σ. The new symplectic potential is
ΘQG =
∫
Σ
eI ∧ δAI − 1
2
δ
∫
Σ
(e× e)InI =
∫
Σ
eI ∧ δωI − 1
2
∫
Σ
(e× e)I · δnI , (35)
where we have introduced a new connection
ωI ≡ AI + (n× e)I . (36)
We see from (35) that we have an extra pair of conjugated variables (n,E = 1
2
(e × e))
where the area flux E is conjugated to n. We note that if n is treated as a kinematical
structure, it is required to be constant as a field, δn = 0, and the boundary term simply
3QG stands for quantum group.
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induces a canonical transformation (in the bulk) that modifies the original symplectic
potential (20). Note that this conditions forbids the vector nI to be related to the
boundary normal4.
This canonical transformation only modifies the connection. We will assume that
δn = 0 from now on. Hence (eIa, ω
J
b ) is our new canonical pair, ∀(x, y) ∈ R2,
{ωIa(x), eJb (y)} = κ ab ηIJ δ2(x− y), {ωIa(x), ωJb (y)} = 0 = {eIa(x), eJb (y)}, (37)
With such a change of variables, we can express the curvature in terms of the new
connection ω
F [A] = F [ω + e× n] = F [ω] + dω(e× n) + 1
2
(e× n)× (e× n), (38)
where dωα = dα + ω × α. To evaluate the action in terms of ω, one establishes5 that
1
2
e · ((e× n)× (e× n)) = σn
2
6
e · (e× e). (40)
We choose the normalization n2 = −Λ, as a new restriction on n, so that the last
term of (38) compensates the term proportional to Λ in the action (34).
With the assumptions that δn = 0, and n2 = −Λ, the change of variables implies
that the action (34) becomes
SQG =
∫
M
(
e · F [A] + σΛ
3
e · E
)
+
∫
∂M
E · n =
∫
M
(e · F [ω]− E · dωn) . (41)
While the original action (34) couples the frame e and flux E = 1
2
(e × e) the modified
action is achieving a “separation of variables” where e and E are decoupled. This will
simplify the analysis of the theory and its symmetries.
The equations of motion of the new action (41) are now
FI [ω]− (e× dωn)I ≈ P ′I and dωeI + 12 [(e× e)× n]I ≈ J ′I . (42)
The matter spin density J ′ ≡ − δSQG
δω
is unchanged while the energy-momentum density
P ′ ≡ − δSQG
δe
is redefined6:
J ′I = JI , P ′I = PI + (n× J )I . (43)
4 If we denote sa the normal form to the boundary, we can construct, using the frame, the internal normal
sI = e
a
Isa. This normal is field dependent δsI = δe
a
Isa 6= 0, where we use that the boundary normal form is field
independent: δsa = 0. Therefore the vector n
I being kinematical cannot be related to the boundary normal.
5This follows from
n2
3
e · (e× e) = (e · n)(n · (e× e)), (39)
and the cross-product identity (α× β)× γ = σ[(α · γ)β − α(γ · β)].
6One uses that −δSQG = Pδe+ J δA = P ′δe+ J ′δω
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Nature of the vector n. In the Euclidean case σ = +1, the normalization condition
n2 = −Λ can be achieved by a real vector in the hyperbolic case (Λ < 0) or by a pure
imaginary vector in the spherical case (Λ > 0). If Λ = 0, then either n = 0 or it is
specified by a Grassmanian number.
In the Lorentzian case, n is time-like (or imaginary space-like) for the de Sitter case
and space-like (or imaginary time-like) for the AdS case. When Λ = 0 we have two
options, n is either a non trivial null vector or it simply vanishes.
Euclidean Lorentzian
Flat: Λ = 0 n = 0 or n is Grassmanian n = 0 or n is light-like
AdS:Λ < 0 n is space-like n is space-like or imaginary time-like
dS:Λ > 0 n is imaginary n is time-like or imaginary space-like
Symmetries of the action. Since the action SQG depends explicitely on a vector n,
one might worry that this vector acts as a background structure and that this action
explicitly breaks local rotational symmetry. It turns out, quite remarkably, that this is
not the case. The action is still invariant under gauge transformations generalizing the
local SO(η) transformations (15) and the shift transformations (16).
First let us notice that since we required n to be constant as a field δn = 0 this
implies that it will not change under the symmetry transformations, spanned by the
Hamiltonain generators Hψ (with ψ = α, φ),
δψn = {Hψ, n} = 0. (44)
As a consequence, n can be seen as a scalar for the different gauge transformations. In
the following, we are going to determine the shape of the gauge transformations on the
field e and ω which are consistent with this constraint δψn = 0. In order to distinguish
the new infinitesimal transformations from the previous one, we will note them δ′ψ. We
demand therefore that δ′ψn = 0, for ψ = α, φ.
Let us study the set of transformations, generalizing the so(η) infinitesimal transfor-
mations, that we parametrize by αI . Since we have that
δ′αn
I = 0, (45)
and that we still have that eI should transform as a vector,
δ′αe
I = (e× α)I = δαeI . (46)
We can use the transformations of A and the relation between A and ω to infer the
transformations of ω.
δ′αA = δ
′
α(ω − n× e) = δ′αω − n× δ′αe⇔ δ′αωI = dωαI + (e× (n× α))I ≡ DαI . (47)
The second set of transformations, parametrized by φ generalizes the shift symmetry.
We still demand that δ′φn
I = 0. We have
δ′φω
I = (φ× dωn)I
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δ′φe
I = dωφ
I + ((e× φ)× n)I ≡ D˜φI . (48)
These transformations satisfy δ′φe
I = δφe
I + δα=φ×neI .
It is worth noticing that now both types of gauge transformations are dependent on
the cosmological constant through the vector n and both leave the auxiliary vector n
invariant. We emphasize again that this implies that the vector n is a scalar for such
gauge transformations.
2.2 Deformed boundary symmetry algebra and Manin pairs
New charges algebra. One can wonder at this stage, what have we gained by going to
this more elaborate description of the same physical system? The clear advantage of this
description shows up when we look at the symmetry algebra and the transformations
of the spin and energy momenta densities. These transformation can be deduced from
(46,47,48) by acting on the LHS of the constraints (42). For instance one finds that
δ′αJ ′ = J ′ × α, δ′φP ′ = (P ′ × φ)× n, (49)
which shows that the modified energy-momentum density transforms homogeneously
under a local translation, unlike (17). The charges associated with these transformations
δ′αyΩ = −δJ ′α and δ′φyΩ = −δP ′φ, are given by
J ′α =
∫
Σ
αI
[J ′ − dωe− 12((e× e)× n)]I + ∮
∂Σ
αIe
I ,
P ′φ =
∫
Σ
φI [P ′ − F [ω] + (e× dωn)]I +
∮
∂Σ
φIωI . (50)
On-shell, these charges are simply
J ′α =
∮
∂Σ
αIe
I = Jα, P
′
φ =
∮
∂Σ
φIωI = Pφ + Jφ×n. (51)
The charge algebra is such that J ′α and P
′
φ generate two subalgebras given by
{J ′α, J ′β} = κ J ′α×β, {P ′φ, P ′ψ} = κP ′(φ×ψ)×n + κ
∮
∂Σ
(φ× ψ) · dn, (52)
while the cross-commutator is given by
{J ′α, P ′φ} = κP ′α×φ + J ′φ×(α×n) + κ
∮
∂Σ
φ · dα. (53)
The proof is detailed in the appendix A.1. We emphasize that we are using the simple
derivative d since n is a scalar in terms of the gauge transformations.
We see that the commutator of energy-momentum charges possesses a central charge
if n is not constant. From now on, we assume that dn = 0. In this case, we see that
the modified energy momentum charges P ′α form a closed subalgebra and the central
charge is concentrated of the bracket between rotation generators J ′ translation/boost
generators P ′. This is in sharp contrast with the original description (28), where the
momentum generators do not form a closed subalgebra and it is the main reason behind
the canonical transformation and the normalisation n2 = −Λ.
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Another condition on n. Before discussing the shape of the global symmetries, it will
be useful to fix for once and for all the vector n. Without loss of generality, we can
always choose the vector n as defining the direction 3, nI = (0, 0, n3). As we have seen
earlier in (41), according to the normalization condition n2 = −Λ, the vector n can be
space-like or time-like, or even imaginary. Since we have fixed the direction of n, this
means that the metric should also depend on s, the sign of Λ. Let us review the different
cases.
If we are in the Euclidean case with Λ > 0, then nI = (0, 0, i
√
Λ) and the Euclidean
metric is consistent. In the other cases where Λ 6= 0, we will take nI = (0, 0,−sσ√|Λ|)
and a metric ησs such that
ησsIJ = diag(+,−sσ,−s), nIηIJnJ = − s |Λ| = −Λ. (54)
Finally, in the case where Λ = 0, we stick to the usual metric ηIJ = diag(+,+, σ).
Fixing such convention will allow to connect more easily to the usual quantum group
formalism where it is always the third direction that is picked out as preferred. Let us
review the full set of constraints we have on n,
δn = 0 (⇒ δ′αn = δ′φn = 0), n2 = −Λ, dn = 0, nI = (0, 0, n3). (55)
While the symmetry structure of the metric is still isomorphic to so(η), the time
direction is not always the same in the Lorentzian case, to account for n being space-
like or time-like. Let us review the different explicit forms of so(η). We note JI their
generators. The commutation relations are simply [JI ,JJ ] = IJKJ
K , where we use the
the metric ησs to lower the index K. This means that we have different algebras for
different choices of (σ, s). We denote the different cases by suσs
su+− = su(2) : [J1,J2] = J3, [J2,J3] = J1, [J3,J1] = J2,
su−+ = su(1, 1) : [J1,J2] = −J3, [J2,J3] = J1, [J3,J1] = J2
su−− = sl(2,R) : [J1,J2] = J3, [J2,J3] = J1, [J3,J1] = −J2. (56)
Quantum algebra of observables. The algebra given in (52) and (53) is first class only
for the transformation parameters that are constant on the boundary. Such a set of
constant parameters generates then global symmetry transformations which form a finite
dimensional Poisson Lie algebra. The associated quantum algebra is now generated by
the quantisation of the global charges
Ĵ ′I = Ĵ I = i
∮
eˆI , P̂ ′I = i
∮
ωˆI . (57)
As we have seen in (51), we have just performed a linear change of basis, hence the global
charges still form an algebra isomorphic to dσs, with d++ = so(4) ∼ su(2)⊕su(2), d+− =
sl(2,C) = d−+, and d−− = so(2, 2) ∼ sl(2,R) ⊕ sl(2,R). The physical reality condition
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that arises from the quantisation of the global algebra with e, ω real (57) demands that
all generators are antihermitian and that the vector n is real:
Ĵ ′† = −Ĵ ′, P̂ ′† = −P̂ ′, n¯ = n. (58)
We note that the Euclidean case with positive cosmological constant does not have a
real n, hence we will not discuss it here. It requires a more careful analysis on the reality
condition.
dσs as a Manin pair. The Lie algebra dσs has the structure of a Manin triple, that is, it
is a classical Drinfeld double that can be written as a matching pair dσs = g ./ g
∗ [16].
By construction, dσs possesses an invariant symmetric pairing denoted 〈·, ·〉 of signature
(3, 3) and it can be decomposed as a pair of isotropic algebras
d = g⊕ g∗, 〈·, ·〉 |g = 0 = 〈·, ·〉 |g∗ . (59)
The symmetric pairing is simply the canonical pairing between g and g∗. Given dσs, its
subalgebra g is the subalgebra suσs with generators J
I satisfying the algebra7 (56)
[JI ,JJ ] = IJKJ
K . (60)
The dual algebra g∗ is the algebra with generators
τI ≡ PI + nJIJKJK = PI + (n× J)I (61)
which satisfy the an algebra commutation relations
[τI , τJ ] = CIJ
KτK with CIJ
K = σ(nIδ
K
J − nJδKI ). (62)
With our specific choice nI = (0, 0, sσ
√|Λ|) and ηIJ = diag(+,−sσ,−s), we get an
algebra which is independent of σ and s: the Lie algebra an given by
[τ1, τ2] = 0, [τ3, τ1] =
√
|Λ|τ1, [τ3, τ2] =
√
|Λ|τ2. (63)
The symmetric pairing is simply〈
τJ ,J
I
〉
= δIJ =
〈
JI , τJ
〉
,
〈
JI ,JJ
〉
= 0 = 〈τI , τJ〉 . (64)
We emphasize that the structure constant CIJK is not cyclic as 
IJK . The last structure
constant is the mixed one
[JI , τJ ] = CJK
IJK + IJ
KτK , (65)
which is uniquely determined from (60,62) by the Killing form defining property 〈[X, Y ], Z〉 =
〈X, [Y, Z]〉 .
7 Reinstating κ would lead to
[JI ,JJ ] = κ IJKJ
K .
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The Drinfeld double decomposition of dσs is given by the Iwasawa decomposition
dσs = suσs ./ an ∼ an ./ suσs. (66)
Such an Iwasawa decomposition does not exist for d++ ∼ so(4), which is why we do not
consider it. The cross commutator (65) includes an action of suσs on an of and retro-
action of an on suσs. We can isolate the different actions, by considering the projection
of the cross commutator [72].
JI B τJ ≡ [JI , τJ ]an = IJKτK , JI C τJ ≡ [JI , τJ ]su = CJKIJK (67)
τJ C JI ≡ [τJ ,JI ]an = −JI B τJ , τJ B JI ≡ [τJ ,JI ]su = −JI C τJ . (68)
The relations (60), (62) and (65) are the counterparts of (30). They are the defining
relations of dσs as a Drinfeld double of su (with a non-trivial cocycle) [16]. Again,
we emphasize that with the convention we took, the an sector always singles out the
direction 3 and is independent of (σ, s). As we will see later, the function algebra over
the Lie group AN is isomorphic to the enveloping algebra Uq(su(2)) which is always
defined with the preferred direction 3. Given α, β ∈ su and φ, ψ ∈ an we can summarize
the Drinfeld double algebra as [72]
[α, β] = (α× β)IJI , [φ, ψ] = ((φ× ψ)× n)IτI (69)
αB φ = (α× φ)IτI = −φC α, αC φ = (φ× (α× n))IJI = −φB α. (70)
and the cross-commutator is
[α, φ] = αB φ+ αC φ = −φC α− φB α, (71)
in accordance with (67), (68) and (53).
Role of the matrix r. As we have seen, the source of the deformation of the boundary
symmetry algebra is contained8 in the “little” r-matrix rIJ = IJKn
K that sources the
canonical transformation.
Let us clarify the algebraic role of r. This r-matrix can be seen as building up the
an Lie algebra structure from the su Lie algebra. First let us define the two operators
r± : an→ su, given by
r±(τI) = rIJJJ ±
√
σΛηIJJ
J , (72)
we can recover the an Lie bracket from the su bracket.
[φ, ψ]an = [r+(φ), r+(ψ)]su − [r−(φ), r−(ψ)]su. (73)
Moreover these operators are Lie algebra morphisms. Given two elements φ, ψ ∈ an we
have
r±([φ, ψ]an) = [r±(φ), r±(ψ)]su. (74)
8 This should not be confused with the r-matrix r of the double introduced later.
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This morphism property is equivalent to the identities −n2 = Λ and
(φ× n)× (ψ × n)− σn2(φ× ψ) = ((φ× ψ)× n)× n
φ× (ψ × n)− ψ × (φ× n) = (φ× ψ)× n. (75)
which are consequences of the cross-product equality (α×β)×γ = σ[(α ·γ)β−α(γ ·β)].
This key property of the matrix r goes back to the work of Semenov-Thian-Shansky
[65,66].
Gauge theory for a Drinfeld double algebra. The frame field is now valued in an, e ≡ eIτI ,
whereas the connection ω has still value in su, ω ≡ ωIJI . We can rewrite the momentum
and angular momentum densities, repectively P ′ = P ′IJI ∈ su and J ′ = J ′IτI ∈ an as
objects valued in the different subalgebras and in terms of their respective Lie brackets
and actions.
P ′ = dω + 1
2
[ω, ω] + ω C e, (76)
J ′ = de+ 1
2
[e, e] + ωBe. (77)
We can also rewrite the covariant derivatives (47) and (48) in the different directions.
For some scalar fields, α = αIJI ∈ su and φ = φIτI ∈ an, we have
Dα = dα + [ω, α] + eB α,
= dα + ω × α + e× (n× α) (78)
D˜φ = dφ+ [e, φ] + ω B φ
= dφ+ (e× φ)× n+ ω × φ. (79)
Another way to recover these relations is to consider the total connection A = ω + e
with value in d, as we do in Appendix A.2.
One can check that the covariant derivatives satisfy the metric compatibility condi-
tion
d(α · φ) = Dα · φ+ α · D˜φ. (80)
As anticipated in (47) and (48), the symmetry transformations, parametrized by either
α ∈ su or φ ∈ an, can be specified in terms of these new covariant derivatives.
δ′αω = Dα, δ
′
αe = eC α,
δ′φω = ω C φ, δ′φe = D˜φ.
(81)
These imply the following transformations for the momentum densities,
δαP ′ = [P ′, α] + J ′ B α, δαJ ′ = J ′ C α
δφP ′ = P ′ C φ, δφJ ′ = [J ′, φ] + P ′ B φ. (82)
It is worth noticing that these transformations now have a symmetric expression, since
we have an action of su on an and a retro-action of an on su.
Finally, we use the Killing form and the fields with value in their respective algebra
to define the symplectic form that we are going to discretize in the next section.
Ω =
∫
Σ
〈δeuprise δA〉 =
∫
Σ
〈δeuprise δω〉 . (83)
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3 Recovering the deformed loop gravity phase space
We intend to use now the recent understanding behind the notion of discretization of
gauge theories [39]. Such discretization consists in two steps, a subdivision and then
by a truncation of the degrees of freedom. We will use this to derive the discretized
symplectic form, which will allow us to identify the discretized phase space variables.
The quantization of such variables will make obvious how the quantum group structure
appears.
3.1 Subdivision and truncation
By subdivision, we mean that we decompose the (2d) Cauchy data slice Σ into a col-
lection of subregions. This provides a cellular decomposition of space in terms of cells
of different dimensions. The cells of maximal dimensions are denoted c∗i , where i labels
the cell which is dual to the center ci, see Fig. 1. In terms of this subdivision, the
symplectic form becomes
Ω =
∫
Σ
〈δeuprise δω〉 =
∑
i
∫
c∗i
〈δeuprise δω〉 . (84)
To proceed to the evaluation of Ω, we are going to perform a truncation of the degrees
of freedom, which is in a way the core of the discretization process. We will assume
that any matter degrees of freedom are localized on the vertices v of the triangulation.
A proper treatment of such defects could be done as in [61, 62]. However here we will
neglect them and leave for later their careful study.
Truncation refers to the fact that then in each subregion one choses a particular
vacuum state or a particular family of solution of the constraints.
0 = dω +
1
2
[ω, ω] + ω C e, (85)
0 = de+
1
2
[e, e] + ωBe. (86)
Once this is done, the systems attached to subregions carry representations of the
boundary symmetry group. The choice of discretisation scheme is achieved once we
choose a representation of the boundary symmetry.
Let us identify the solutions of (86) in a subregion c∗. For this, it is convenient to
consider a dσs = suσs ./ an valued connection A = ω + e. The associated curvature
tensor is given by (see Appendix A.2)
F = (dω + 1
2
[ω, ω] + ω C e)IJI + (de+
1
2
[e, e] + ωBe)JτJ . (87)
The gauge transformations for the connection A are given in terms of the group
Dσs ∼ SUσs ./ AN. This splitting is in general only local, except for the cases
D+,− = SL(2,C) ∼ SU(2) ./ AN (Euclidean case with Λ < 0) and when Λ = 0,
where the splitting is global. For simplicity, we only focus on the connected component
to the identity.
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Demanding that (85) and (86) are satisfied is the same as demanding that the con-
nection A is flat, hence it has to be pure gauge. Let us consider the Dσs holonomy
Gc(x) connecting a reference point c in c
∗ to a point x still in c∗ (see Fig. 1). In
the connected component to the identity, we have a unique decomposition of Gc(x) as
Gc(x) = `c(x)hc(x) where `c(x) ∈ AN and hc(x) ∈ SU.
v
v’
c
c’
x
=
Z ⌦
(` 1d`) ^ (d h+ [(` 1d`), h])↵+ ⌦h 1dh,  (h 1(` 1d`)h)↵
=
Z
 d ⌦(` 1d`) ^ h↵+ 1
2
⌦
[` 1d`, ` 1d`] ^ h↵
+ 
⌦
dhh 1, ` 1d`
↵  ⌦d h, (` 1d`)↵
=
Z
 2d ⌦(` 1d`) ^ h↵+   ⌦dhh 1 ^ (` 1d`)↵ . (82)
which establishes the result.
Therefore the symplectic form associated with a cell c⇤ can be written as a sum
of boundary edge contributions
⌦|⇤c =  ⇥|⇤c =  
Z
c⇤
he ^  !i ⇡ ⌦c =
X
e2@c⇤
⌦ec, ⌦
e
c =  ⇥
e
c, ⇥
e
c ⌘  
Z
e
⌦
` 1c d`C , hc
↵
.
(83)
3.2 From holonomy to ribbon and Heisenberg double
3.2.1 From holonomies to ribbons
The di↵erent subregions share some common boundaries. An edge e is shared by
two triangles. This means that the variables evaluated on the edge can be related
through transformations relating the di↵erent frames associated to each triangle. As
we will see this will generate some simplifications in the total symplectic form
P
i⌦ci .
Let us now focus on two cells c⇤ and c0⇤, sharing the edge e = [vv0], where v and
v0 are vertices of the triangulation. As a set we have c⇤ \ c0⇤ = [vv0], in addition
[vv0] posses an orientation induced by the orientation of c, see Fig 1. We have two
contributions, for the edge [vv0] coming from the two cells sharing [vv0].
⌦cc0 ⌘ ⌦[vv0]c + ⌦[v
0v]
c0 = ⌦
[vv0]
c   ⌦[vv
0]
c0 , (84)
where the sign changed because the edge [vv0] has a di↵erent orientation depending
whether it is belonging to the boundary of c⇤ or c0⇤. On the boundary [vv0], the
di↵erent fields, which we can combine as D ,s holonomies Gci = `cihci are related
by a D ,s transformation. The ”continuity equation” states that the connection
evaluated on [vv0] can be expressed either from the perspective of the frame of c⇤ or
the one of c0⇤.
A(x) = (G 1c dGc)(x) = (G 1c0 dGc0)(x), x 2 [vv0]. (85)
This di↵erential equation can be integrated. Indeed the group elements Gc(x) ⌘ Gcx
and Gc0(x) are evaluated at the same point x 2 [vv0] and since the connection is flat,
there exists an holonomy Gc0c = Lc0cHc0c such that Gc0(x) = Gc0cGc(x).
The integrated continuity equation is
Gcc0 GcxGxc0 . (86)
for x 2 [vv0]. Therefore it implies that
GcvGvc0 = Gcv0Gv0c0 . (87)
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Figure 1: The two subregions/triangles c⇤ and c0⇤ with their respective reference point/center c and
c0.   is the dual 2-complex. The segment [cc0] forms a link, dual to the edge [vv0] shared by c⇤ and
c0⇤. The AN and SU holonomies `cx and hcx are based at c and go to a point x in the cell c⇤. These
holonomies can be put together as a single D ,s holonomy Gc(x) = `cxhcx.
The truncation then imposes that A = G 1c dGc.
⌦|c ⇡ ⌦c ⌘
1
2
Z
c⇤
⌦
 (G 1c dGC)f  (G 1c dGc)
↵
=  ⇥c, (85)
where ⇡ means we went on-shell, ie we truncated the number of degrees of freedom.
⇥c =
1
2
R
c⇤ hG 1dGf  (G 1dG)i is the truncated symplectic potential.
The next steps will consist in evaluating
P
i⌦ci =
P
i  ⇥ci in order to identify the
discretized variables and their phase space structure.
An important first step is to realize that what is relevant is actually the bound-
ary data of the subregion (as we could guess already from the charge analysis in the
continuum). We will be using extensively from now on the notation  u :=  uu 1,
 u := u 1 u for some group element u.
Proposition 1 In the component connected to the identity, where D ,s = SU ./ AN 3
G = `chc, there exist a boundary symplectic potential # and a boundary Lagrangian L@
given by
# :=   ⌦` 1c d`c, hc↵ , L@ := 12 ⌦dhch 1c ^` 1c d`c↵ , (86)
such that ⇥c decomposes as a sum of a total derivative and a total variation
⇥c =
Z
c⇤
(d#+  L@) . (87)
As a corollary we have that ⌦c =  ⇥c =
R
c⇤ d # =
R
@c⇤  #.
⌅
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 
Figure 1: The two subregions/triangles c∗ and c′∗ with their respective reference point/center c and
c′. Γ is the dual 2-complex. The segment [cc′] forms a link, dual to the edge [vv′] shared by c∗ and
c′∗. The AN and SU holonomies `cx and hcx are based at c and go to a point x in the cell c∗. These
holonomies can be put together as a single Dσs holonomy Gc(x) = `cxhcx.
We will often omit the x dependence in the notation. The solutions to the constraints
are given by
A|c∗ = ω|c∗ + e|c∗ = G−1c dGc = (`chc)−1d(`chc), (88)
which in terms of components give (we recall that the Lie algebra an is not stable under
the adjoint action of SU),
ω|c∗ = h
−1
c dhc +
(
h−1c (`
−1
c d`c)hc
)
|su (89)
e|c∗ =
(
h−1c (`
−1
c d`c)hc
)
|an . (90)
When considering an infinitesimal transformation, we recover the transformations (81)
for e = 0 and ω = 0. Also these solutions are the deformed version of the standard
discrete picture with Λ = 0 (and n = 0),
ω|c∗ = h
−1
c dhc, e|c∗ = h
−1
c dX hc, with ` ≡ X ∈ R3. (91)
Before identifying the truncated symplectic form, it will be convenient to rewrite the
restriction Ω|c of Ω to the cell c
∗ as
Ω|c =
∫
c∗
〈δeuprise δω〉 = 1
2
∫
c∗
〈δAuprise δA〉 . (92)
The truncation then imposes that A = G−1c dGc.
Ω|c ≈ Ωc ≡
1
2
∫
c∗
〈
δ(G−1c dGc)uprise δ(G−1c dGc)
〉
= δΘc, (93)
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where ≈ means we went on-shell, ie we truncated the number of degrees of freedom.
Θc =
1
2
∫
c∗ 〈G−1c dGc uprise δ(G−1c dGc)〉 is the truncated symplectic potential.
The next steps will consist in evaluating
∑
i Ωci =
∑
i δΘci in order to identify the
discretized variables and their phase space structure.
An important first step is to realize that what is relevant is actually the bound-
ary data of the subregion (as we could guess already from the charge analysis in the
continuum). We will be using extensively from now on the notation
∆u := δuu−1, ∆u := u−1δu (94)
for some group element u. ∆u is right invariant ∆(ug) = ∆u and ∆u is left invariant
∆(gu) = ∆u, for a field independent group element δg = 0.
Proposition 1 In the component connected to the identity, where Dσs = SU ./ AN 3
G = `chc, there exist a boundary symplectic potential ϑ and a boundary Lagrangian L∂
given by
ϑ := − 〈`−1c d`c,∆hc〉 , L∂ := 12 〈dhch−1c ∧`−1c d`c〉 , (95)
such that Θc decomposes as a sum of a total derivative and a total variation
Θc =
∫
c∗
(dϑ+ δL∂) . (96)
As a corollary we have that Ωc = δΘc =
∫
c∗ dδϑ =
∫
∂c∗ δϑ is a pure boundary term.

Let us prove this proposition. We will omit the index c to simplify the notation.
Some useful relations are given by
G−1dG = h−1dh+ h−1(`−1d`)h (97)
δ(G−1dG) = h−1d∆hh+ δ(h−1(`−1d`)h)
= h−1(d∆h+ [(`−1d`),∆h] + δ(`−1d`))h (98)
Using these, we directly get
2Θ =
∫ 〈
G−1dG ∧ δ(G−1dG)〉
=
∫ 〈
(`−1d`) ∧ (d∆h+ [(`−1d`),∆h])〉+ 〈h−1dh, δ(h−1(`−1d`)h)〉
=
∫
−d 〈(`−1d`) ∧∆h〉+ 1
2
〈
[`−1d`, `−1d`] ∧∆h〉
+
∫
δ
〈
dhh−1, `−1d`
〉− 〈d∆h, (`−1d`)〉
=
∫
−2d 〈(`−1d`) ∧∆h〉+ δ 〈dhh−1 ∧ (`−1d`)〉 . (99)
which establishes the result.
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Therefore the symplectic form associated with a cell c∗ can be written as a sum of
boundary edge contributions
Ω|∗c = δΘ|∗c = δ
∫
c∗
〈e ∧ δω〉 ≈ Ωc =
∑
e∈∂c∗
Ωec, (100)
where each contribution in the sum is given by
Ωec = δΘ
e
c, Θ
e
c := −
∫
e
〈
`−1c d`c,∆hc
〉
. (101)
3.2 From holonomy to ribbon and Heisenberg double
3.2.1 From holonomies to ribbons
The different subregions c∗ and c′∗ share some common boundaries. This common
boundary is referred to as an edge e. This means that the variables evaluated on the
edge can be related through transformations relating the different frames associated
to each triangle. As we will see this will generate some simplifications in the total
symplectic form
∑
i Ωci .
Let us now focus on two cells c∗ and c′∗, sharing the edge e = [vv′], where v and v′
are vertices of the cellular decomposition. As a set we have c∗ ∩ c′∗ = [vv′], in addition
[vv′] possesses an orientation induced by the orientation of c, see Fig 1. We have two
contributions, for the edge [vv′] coming from the two cells sharing [vv′].
Ωcc′ ≡ Ω[vv′]c + Ω[v
′v]
c′ = Ω
[vv′]
c − Ω[vv
′]
c′ , (102)
where the sign changed because the edge [vv′] has a different orientation depending
whether it is belonging to the boundary of c∗ or c′∗. On the boundary [vv′], the different
fields can be combined as Dσs holonomies Gci = `cihci , with `ci ∈ AN and hci ∈ SUσs,
are related by a Dσs-transformation. The continuity equation states that the connection
evaluated on [vv′] can be expressed either from the perspective of the frame of c∗ or the
one of c′∗.
A(x) = (G−1c dGc)(x) = (G−1c′ dGc′)(x), x ∈ [vv′]. (103)
This differential equation can be integrated. Indeed, the group elements Gc(x) ≡ Gcx
and Gc′(x) ≡ Gc′x are evaluated at the same point x ∈ [vv′] and since the connection is
flat, there exists an holonomy Gc′c = Lc′cHc′c such that Gc′(x) = Gc′cGc(x). Note that
for any given holonomy Gxy connecting x to y, we take the convention Gyx ≡ G−1xy .
The differential continuity equation is
∂xGcxGxc′ = 0. (104)
for x ∈ [vv′]. This implies the integrated continuity condition
GcvGvc′ = Gcv′Gv′c′ . (105)
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Using the left Iwasawa decomposition Gcx = `cxhcx in the cell c
∗ and the right one9
Gxc′ = hxc′`xc′ in c
′∗, we can rewrite this condition as
`cvhcvhvc′`vc′ = `cv′hcv′hv′c′`v′c′ ⇔ hcvhvc′`vc′`c′v′ = `vc`cv′hcv′hv′c′ . (106)
In other words once we introduce the triangular holonomies
Lcvv′ ≡ `vc`cv′ ∈ AN, Hvcc′ ≡ hcvhvc′ ∈ SUσs, (107)
and we can express the integrated continuity equation (105) as the ribbon structure, see
Fig. 2,
Lcvv′H
v′
cc′ = H
v
cc′L
c′
vv′ . (108)
The triangular holonomies are the classical analogues of Kitaev’s triangle operators [73]
[74].
v
v’
c
c’
This can be written as
`cvhcvhvc0`vc0 = `cv0hcv0hv0c0`v0c0 , hcvhvc0`vc0`c0v0 = `vc`cv0hcv0hv0c0 . (88)
In other words once we introduce the triangular holonomies
Lcvv0 ⌘ `vc`cv0 , Hvcc0 ⌘ hcvhvc0 . (89)
we can express the continuity equation as the ribbon structure, see Fig. ??
Lcvv0H
v0
cc0 = H
v
cc0L
c0
vv0 . (90)
The triangular holonomies are the classical analogues of Kitaev’s triangle operators
[?,?].
v
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v
v’
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9
The edge [vv ] has a different orientation depending whether it is belonging to  c⇤1 or  c⇤2. Hence
 LQGc1c2 ⌘
Z
[vv ]  c 1
⇣D
(d Gc1)|LieG2 ^ ( Gc1)|LieG1
E
 
D
(d Gc2)|LieG2 ^ ( Gc2)|LieG1
E⌘
. (4.15)
The holonomies Gc1(x) and Gc2(x) are evaluated at the same point x 2 [vv ] hence there exists an holonomy Hc1c2 =
 c2c1hc2c1 such that Gc2(x) = Hc2c1Gc1(x). In terms of the different components, we have
Gc2(x) =  c2xhc2x = ( c2c1hc2c1) ( c1xhc1x) =  c2c1 (hc2c1  c1x)hc1x =  c2c1 (hc2c1    c1x) (hc2c1 C  c1x)hc1x (4.16)
Let us focus on each contribution for each group component
 c2x =  c2c1 (hc2c1    cx),  c1c2 c2x = (hc2c1    c1x), (4.17)
hc2x = (hc2c1 C  c1x)hc1x , (hc2c1 C  c1x) = hc2xhxc1 ⌘ hxc2c1 . (4.18)
The relations (4.17), (4.18) provide us the meaning of the action of h on   and respectively of   on h.
(hc2c1    c1x) ⌘  c1c2 c2x (4.19)
(hc2c1 C  c1x) ⌘ hc2xhxc1 (4.20)
We also highlight the constraint which is an analog of (4.2).
hc2c1 c1x = (hc2c1    c1x) (hc2c1    c1x),  c1x (hc2c1    c1x) 1 = hc1c2 (hc2c1    c1x) (4.21)
Before getting the statement of the main result, let us explain how we can actually anticipate it. For this we need
to pick some specific point x and using the geometric interpretation of the actions together with the decomposition
(4.21), we will get some constraint analog to (4.2) which will suggest the Heisenberg double structure we should
consider.
Let us pick x to be either of v or v . We have then (B22) that becomes respectively for x = v and x = v ,
 c1c2 c2v = (hc2c1    c1v),  
v 
c1c2 c2v  = (hc2c1    c1v ). (4.22)
Putting them together (and getting rid of  c1c2) we have that
 c2vv  ⌘  vc2 c2v  = (hc2c1    vc1)(hc2c1    c1v ) = hc2c1   ( vc1 c1v ) ⌘ (hc2c1    c1vv ). (4.23)
This tells us what is the action of hc2c1 on  
c1
vv  =  vc1 c1v  . We also have the geometric meaning of the action of   on
h, through (4.20).
(hc2c1 C  c1v) = hc2vhvc1 ⌘ hvc2c1 , (hc2c1 C  c1v ) = hc2v hv c1 ⌘ hv
 
c2c1 . (4.24)
Finally, we get the relations identifying the relevant phase space variables from (4.21), evaluated respectively at v and
v .
 cv (hc2c1    cv)
 1 = hc1c2 (hc2c1    c1v),  c1v  (hc2c1    c1v )
 1 = hc1c2 (hc2c1    c1v ) (4.25)
Combined together by getting rid of hc1c2 , we have that
 c1vv  (hc1c2    c1v ) = (hc1c2    c1v) (hc2c1    
c1
vv ) (4.26)
,  c1vv  hv
 
c1c2 = h
v
c1c2  
c2
vv  , (4.27)
where we used in the last equation the definitions we obtained in (4.23) and (4.24). This provides therefore a
candidate for the discretized symplectic form  LQG. Strikingly this expectation coincides with the discretization
procedure described earlier.
Main result : We have that
 LQGc1c2 =
1
2
 ⌦
 hvc1c2 ^   c1vv 
↵
+ h  c1vv  ^   c2vv i
 
(4.28)
⌅
The proof of this main result is left in the appendix. The other symplectic contribution,  LQG
 
, can also be guessed.
 LQG
 
c1c2 ⌘
Z
[vv ]  c 1
⇣D
(d Gc1)|LieG1 ^ ( Gc1)|LieG2
E
 
D
(d Gc2)|LieG1 ^ ( Gc2)|LieG2
E⌘
. (4.29)
v
 c1vv   
 c2vv   
hv  c1c2
hvc1c2
hv  c1c2
hvc1c2
 c1vv  
 c2vv  
Figure 2: The constraint (90) provides the natural way to define a ribbon structure associated
to each dual edge [cc0]. It encodes that the holonomy around the ribbon is trivial.
3.2.2 Heisenberg double/phase space associated to a link
Having such ribbon structure points for a natural symplectic form []. In fact we
are going to prove that the explicit evaluation of ⌦cc0 is the natural symplectic form
makingD ,s a Heisenberg double, the generalization of the notion of cotangent bundle
as a phase space [?].
Theorem 1 The symplectic form associated to a link [cc0] is given by
⌦cc0 = ⌦
[vv0]
c   ⌦[vv
0]
c0 =
1
2
⇣
h Hvcc0 ^  Lcvv0i+
D
 Hv
0
cc0 ^  Lc
0
vv0
E⌘
(91)
⌅
17
This can be written as
`cvhcvhvc0`vc0 = `cv0hcv0hv0c0`v0c0 , hcvhvc0`vc0`c0v0 = `vc`cv0hcv0hv0c0 . (88)
In other words once we introduce the triangular holonomies
Lcvv0 ⌘ `vc`cv0 , Hvcc0 ⌘ hcvhvc0 . (89)
we can express the continuity equation as the ribbon structure, see Fig. ??
Lcvv0H
v0
cc0 = H
v
cc0L
c0
vv0 . (90)
The triangular holonomies re th classical a alogues of Kitaev’s t iangle operators
[?,?].
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The edge [vv ] has a different orientation depending whether it is belonging to  c⇤1 or  c⇤2. Hence
 LQGc1c2 ⌘
Z
[vv ]  c 1
⇣D
(d Gc1)|LieG2 ^ ( Gc1)|LieG1
E
 
D
(d Gc2)|LieG2 ^ ( Gc2)|LieG1
E⌘
. (4.15)
The holonomies Gc1(x) and Gc2(x) are ev luated at the same point x 2 [vv ] hence there exists an holonomy Hc1c2 =
 c2c1hc2c1 such that Gc2(x) = Hc2c1Gc1(x). In terms of the different components, we have
Gc2(x) =  c2xhc2x = ( c2c1hc2c1) ( c1xhc1x) =  c2c1 (hc2c1  c1x)hc1x =  c2c1 (hc2c1    c1x) (hc2c1 C  c1x)hc1x (4.16)
Let us focus on each contribution for each group component
 c2x =  c2c1 (hc2c1    cx),  c1c2 c2x = (hc2c1    c1x), (4.17)
hc2x = (hc2c1 C  c1x)hc1x , (hc2c1  c1x) = hc2xhxc1 ⌘ hxc2c1 . (4.18)
The relations (4.17), (4.18) provide us the meaning of the action of h on   and respectively of   on h.
(hc2c1    c1x) ⌘  c1c2 c2x (4.19)
(hc2c1 C  c1x) ⌘ hc2xhxc1 (4.20)
We also highlight the constraint which is an analog of (4.2).
hc2c1 c1x = (hc2c1    c1x) (hc2c1    c1x),  c1x (hc2c1    c1x) 1 = c1c2 (hc2c1    c1x) (4.21)
Before getting the statement of the main r sult, let us explain h w we can actually anticipat it. For thi we n ed
to pick some specific point x and using the geometric interpretation of the actions together with the decomposition
(4.21), we will get some constraint analog to (4.2) which will suggest the Heisenberg double structure we should
consider.
Let us pick x to be either of v or v . We have then (B22) that becomes respectively for x = v and x = v ,
 c1c2 c2v = (hc2c1    c1v),  
v 
c1c2 c2v  = (hc2c1    c1v ). (4.22)
Putting them together (and getting rid of  c1c2) we have that
 c2vv  ⌘  vc2 c2v  = (hc2c1    vc1)(h 2c1    c1v ) = hc2c1   ( vc1 c1v ) ⌘ (hc2c1    c1vv ). (4.23)
This tells us what is the action of hc2c1 on  
c1
vv  =  vc1 c1v  . We also have the geometric meaning of the action of   on
h, through (4.20).
(hc2c1 C  c1v) = hc2vhvc1 ⌘ hvc2c1 , (hc2c1 C  c1v ) = hc2v hv c1 ⌘ hv
 
c2c1 . (4.24)
Finally, we get the relations identifying the relevant phase space variables from (4.21 , evaluated respectively at v and
v .
 cv (hc2c1    cv)
 1 = hc1c2 (hc2c1    c1v),  c1v  (hc2c1    c1v )
 1 = hc1c2 (hc2c1    c1v ) (4.25)
Combined together by getting rid of hc1c2 , we have that
 c1vv  (hc1c2    c1v ) = (hc1c2    c1v) (hc2c1    
c1
vv ) (4.26)
,  c1vv  hv
 
c1c2 = h
v
c1c2  
c2
vv  , (4.27)
where we used in the last equation the definitions we obtained in (4.23) and (4.24). This provides therefore a
candidate for the discretized symplectic form  LQG. Strikingly this expectation coincides with the discretization
procedure described earlier.
Main result : We have that
 LQGc1c2 =
1
2
 ⌦
 hvc1c2 ^   c1vv 
↵
+ h  c1vv  ^   c2vv i
 
(4.28)
⌅
The proof of this main result is left in the appendix. The other symplectic contribution,  LQG
 
, can also be guessed.
 LQG
 
c1c2 ⌘
Z
[vv ]  c 1
⇣D
(d Gc1)|LieG1 ^ ( Gc1)|LieG2
E
 
D
(d Gc2)|LieG1 ^ ( Gc2)|LieG2
E⌘
. (4.29)
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Figure 2: The constraint (90) provides the natural way to define a ribbon structure associated
to each dual edge [cc0]. It encodes that the holonomy around the ribbon is trivial.
3.2.2 Heisenberg double/phase space associated to a link
Having such ribbon structure points for a natural symplectic form []. In fact we
are going to prove that the explicit evaluation of ⌦cc0 is the natural symplectic form
makingD ,s a Heisenberg double, the generalization of the notion of cotangent bundle
as a phase space [?].
Theorem 1 The symplectic form associated to a link [cc0] is given by
⌦cc0 = ⌦
[vv0]
c   ⌦[vv
0]
c0 =
1
2
⇣
h Hvcc0 ^  Lcvv0i+
D
 Hv
0
cc0 ^  Lc
0
vv0
E⌘
(91)
⌅
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This can be written as
`cvhcvhvc0`vc0 = `cv0hcv0hv0c0`v0c0 , hcvhvc0`vc0`c0v0 = `vc`cv0hcv0hv0c0 . (88)
In ot er words on e we introduce he triangul r holonomies
Lcvv0 ⌘ `vc`cv0 , Hvcc0 ⌘ hcvhvc0 . (89)
we can express the continuity equation as the ribbon structure, see Fig. ??
Lcvv0H
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v
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The triangular holonomies are the lassical analogues of Kitaev’s triangle operators
[?,?].
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The edge [vv ] has a different orientation depending whether it is belonging to  c⇤1 or  c⇤2. Hence
 LQGc1c2 ⌘
Z
[vv ]  c 1
⇣D
(d Gc1)|LieG2 ^ ( Gc1)|LieG1
E
 
D
(d Gc2)|LieG2 ^ ( Gc2)|LieG1
E⌘
. (4.15)
The holonomies Gc1(x) and Gc2(x) are evaluated at the same point x 2 [vv ] hence there exists an holonomy Hc1c2 =
 c2c1hc2c1 such that Gc2(x) = Hc2c1Gc1(x). In terms of the different components, we have
c2( )  c2xhc2x = ( c2c1hc2c1) ( c1x c1x) =  c2c1 (hc2c1  c1x)hc1x =  c2c1 (hc2c1    c1x) (hc2c1 C  c1x)hc1x (4.16)
Let us focus on each contribution for each group component
 c2x =  c2c1 (hc2c1    cx),  c1c2 c2x = (hc2c1    c1x), (4.17)
hc2x = (hc2c1 C  c1x)hc1x , (hc2c1 C  c1x) = hc2xhxc1 ⌘ hxc2c1 . (4.18)
The relations (4.17), (4.18) provide us the meaning of the action of h on   and respectively of   on h.
(hc2c1    c1x) ⌘  c1c2 c2x (4.19)
(hc2c1 C  c1x) ⌘ hc2xhx 1 (4.20)
We also highlight the constraint which is an analog of (4.2).
hc2c1 c1x = (hc2c1    c1x) (hc2c1    c1x),  c1x (hc2c1    c1x) 1 = hc1c2 (hc2c1    c1x) (4.21)
Before getting the statement of the main result, let us explain how we can actually anticipate it. For this we need
to pick some specifi p int x and using the geometric interpretation of the actions tog r with the decomp sition
(4.21), w will get some constraint analog to (4.2) hich will suggest the Heisenberg double structure we should
consider.
Let us pick x o be either of v or v . We have then (B22) t at becomes respectively for x = v and x = v ,
 c1c2 c2v = (hc2c1    c1v),  
v 
c1c2 c2v  = (hc2c1    c1v ). (4.22)
Putting them toge her (and getting rid of  c1c2) we have that
 c2vv  ⌘  vc2 c2v  = (hc2c1    v 1)(hc2c1   c v ) = hc2c1   ( vc1 c1v ) ⌘ (hc2c1    c1vv ). (4.23)
This tells us what is the action of hc2c1 on  
c1
vv  =  vc1 c1v  . We also have the geometric meaning of the action of   on
h, through (4.20).
(hc2c1 C  c1v) = hc2vhvc1 ⌘ hvc2c1 , (hc2c1 C  c1v ) = hc2v hv c1 ⌘ hv
 
c2c1 . (4.24)
Finally, we get the relations identifying the relevant phase space variables from (4.21), evaluated respectively at v and
v .
 cv (hc2c1    cv)
 1 = hc1c2 (hc2c1    c1v),  c1v  (hc2c1    c1v )
 1 = hc1c2 (hc2c1    c1v ) (4.25)
Combined together by getting rid of hc1c2 , we have that
 c1vv  (hc1c2    c1v ) = (hc1c2    c1v) (hc2c1    
c1
vv ) (4.26)
,  c1vv  hv
 
c1c2 = h
v
c1c2  
c2
vv  , (4.27)
where we used in the last equation the definitions we obtained in (4.23) and (4.24). This provides therefore a
candidate for the discretized symplectic form  LQG. Strikingly this expectation coincides with the discretization
procedure described earlier.
Main result : We have that
 LQGc1c2 =
1
2
 ⌦
 hvc1c2 ^   c1vv 
↵
+ h  c1vv  ^   c2vv i
 
(4.28)
⌅
The proof of this main result is left in the appendix. The other symplectic contribution,  LQG
 
, can also be guessed.
 LQG
 
c1c2 ⌘
Z
[vv ]  c 1
⇣D
(d Gc1)|LieG1 ^ ( Gc1)|LieG2
E
 
D
(d Gc2)|LieG1 ^ ( Gc2)|LieG2
E⌘
. (4.29)
v
 c1vv  
 c2vv  
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 c1vv  
 c2vv  
Figure 2: The constraint (90) provides the natural way to define a ribbon structure associated
to each dual edge [cc0]. It encodes that he h lono y aro nd the ribbon is trivial.
3.2.2 Heisenberg double/phase space associated to a link
Having such ribbon structure points for a natural symplectic form []. In fact we
are going to prove that the explicit evaluation of ⌦cc0 is the natural symplectic form
makingD ,s a Heisenberg double, the generalization of the notion of cotangent bundle
as a phase space [?].
Theorem 1 The symplectic form associated to a link [cc0] is given by
⌦cc0 = ⌦
[vv0]
c   ⌦[vv
0]
c0 =
1
2
⇣
h Hvcc0 ^  Lcvv0i+
D
 Hv
0
cc0 ^  Lc
0
vv0
E⌘
(91)
⌅
17
v
v’
c
This can be written as
`cvhcvhvc0`vc0 = `cv0hcv0hv0c0`v0c0 , hcvhvc0`vc0`c0v0 = `vc`cv0hcv0hv0c0 . (88)
In other words once we introduce the triangular holonomies
Lcvv0 ⌘ `vc`cv0 , Hvcc0 ⌘ hcvhv 0 . (89)
we can express the continuity equation as the ribbon structure, see Fig. ??
Lcvv0H
v0
cc0 = H
v
cc0L
c0
vv0 . (90)
The triangular holonomies are the classical analogues of Kitaev’s triangle operators
[?,?].
v
v’
c1
c2
v’
c1
c2
v
v’
c1
c2
9
The edge [vv ] has a differen orientation depending hether it is belonging to  c⇤1 or  c⇤2. Hence
 LQGc1c2 ⌘
Z
[vv ]  c 1
⇣D
(d Gc1)|LieG2 ^ ( Gc1)|LieG1
E
 
D
(d Gc2)|LieG2 ^ ( Gc2)|LieG1
E⌘
. (4.15)
The holonomies Gc1(x) and Gc2(x) are evaluated at the same point x 2 [vv ] hence there exists an holonomy Hc1c2 =
 c2c1hc2c1 such that Gc2(x) = Hc2c1Gc1(x). In terms of the different components, we have
Gc2(x) =  c2xhc2x = ( c2c1hc2c1) ( c1xhc1x) =  c2c1 (hc2c1  c1x)hc1x =  c2c1 (hc2c1    c1x) (hc2c1 C  c1x)hc1x (4.16)
Let us focus on each contribution for each group component
 c2x =  c2c1 (hc2c1    cx),  c1c2 c2x = (hc2c1    c1x), (4.17)
hc2x = (hc2c1 C  c1x)hc1x , (hc2c1 C  c1x) = hc2xhxc1 ⌘ hxc2c1 . (4.18)
The relations (4.17), (4.18) provide us the meaning of the action of h on   and respectively of   on h.
(hc2c1    c1x) ⌘  c1c2 c2x (4.19)
(hc2c1 C  c1x) ⌘ hc2xhxc1 (4.20)
We also highlight the constraint which is an analog of (4.2).
hc2c1 c1x = (hc2c1    c1x) (hc2c1    c1x),  c1x (hc2c1    c1x) 1 = hc1c2 (hc2c1    c1x) (4.21)
Before getting the statement of the main result, let us explain how we can actually anticipate it. For this we need
to pick some specific point x and using the geometric interpretation of the actions together with the decomposition
(4.21), we will get some constraint analog to (4.2) which will suggest the Heisenberg double structure we should
consider.
Let us pick x to be either of v or v . We ha e then (B22) that becomes respectively for x = v and x = v ,
 c1c2 c2v = (hc2c1    c1v),  
v 
c1c2 c2v  = (hc2c1    c1v ). (4.22)
Putting them together (and getting rid of  c1c2) we have that
 c2vv  ⌘  vc2 c2v  = (hc2c1    vc1)(hc2c1    c1v ) = hc2c1   ( vc1 c1v ) ⌘ (hc2c1    c1vv ). (4.23)
This tells us what is the action of hc2c1 on  
c1
vv  =  vc1 c1v  . We also have the geometric mea ing of the action of   on
h, through (4.20).
(hc2c1 C  c1v) = hc2vhvc1 ⌘ hvc2c1 , (hc2c1 C  c1v ) = hc2v hv c1 ⌘ hv
 
c2c1 . (4.24)
Finally, we get the relations identifying the relevant phase space variables from (4.21), evaluated respectively at v and
v .
 cv (hc2c1    cv)
 1 = hc1c2 (hc2c1    c1v),  c1v  (hc2c1    c1v )
 1 = hc1c2 (hc2c1    c1v ) (4.25)
Combined together by getting rid of hc1c2 , we have that
 c1vv  (hc1 2    c1v ) = (hc1c2    c1v) (hc2c1    
c1
vv ) (4.26)
,  c1vv  hv
 
c1c2 = h
v
c1c2  
c2
vv  , (4.27)
where we used in the last equation the definitions we obtained in (4.23) and (4.24). This provides therefore a
candidate for the discretized symplectic form  LQG. Strikingly this expectation coincides with the discretization
procedure described earlier.
Main result : We have that
 LQGc1c2 =
1
2
 ⌦
 hvc1c2 ^   c1vv 
↵
+ h  c1vv  ^   c2vv i
 
(4.28)
⌅
The proof of this main result is left in the appendix. The other symplectic contribution,  LQG
 
, can also be guessed.
 LQG
 
c1c2 ⌘
Z
[vv ]  c 1
⇣D
(d Gc1)|LieG1 ^ ( Gc1)|LieG2
E
 
D
(d Gc2)|LieG1 ^ ( Gc2)|LieG2
E⌘
. (4.29)
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Figure 2: The constraint (90) pr vides the natural way to define a ribbon structur associated
to each dual edge [cc0]. It encodes that the holonomy around the ribbon is trivial.
3.2.2 Heisenberg double/phase space associated to a link
Having such ribbon structure points for a natural symplectic form []. In fact we
are going to prove that the explicit evaluation of ⌦cc0 is the natural symplectic form
makingD ,s a Heisenberg double, the generalization of the notion of cotangent bundle
as a phase space [?].
Theorem 1 The symplectic form associated to a link [cc0] is given by
⌦cc0 = ⌦
[vv0]
c   ⌦[vv
0]
c0 =
1
2
⇣
h Hvcc0 ^  Lcvv0i+
D
 Hv
0
cc0 ^  Lc
0
vv0
E⌘
(91)
⌅
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is can be written as
`cvhcvhvc0`vc0 = `cv0hcv0hv0c0`v0c0 , hcvhvc0`vc0`c0v0 = `vc`cv0h v0hv0c0 . (88)
In other ords once we introduce the triangular holonomies
Lcvv0 ⌘ `vc`cv0 , Hvcc0 ⌘ hcvhvc0 . (89)
we can express e continuity eq ation as t e ribbon structure, see Fig. ??
Lcvv0H
v0
cc0 = H
v
cc0L
c0
vv0 . (90)
The tri ngular holonomies are the classical analogues of Kitaev’s triangle operators
[?,?].
v
v’
c1
c2
v’
c1
c2
v
v’
c1
c2
9
The edge [vv ] has a different orientation depending whether it is belonging to  c⇤1 or  c⇤2. Hence
 LQGc1c2 ⌘
Z
[vv ]  c 1
⇣D
(d Gc1)|LieG2 ^ ( Gc1)|LieG1
E
 
D
(d Gc2)|LieG2 ^ ( Gc2)|LieG1
E⌘
. (4.15)
The holonomies Gc1(x) and Gc2(x) are evaluated at the same point x 2 [vv ] hence there exists an holonomy Hc1c2 =
 c2c1 c2c1 such that Gc2(x) = Hc2 1Gc1(x). In terms of the different components, we have
Gc2(x) =  c2xhc2x = ( c2c1hc2c1) ( c1x c1x) =  c2c1 (hc2c1  c1x)hc1x =  c2c1 (hc2c1    c1x) (hc2c1 C  c1x)hc1x (4.16)
Let us focus on ach contribution for each group component
 c2x =  c2c1 (hc2c1    cx),  c1c2 c2x = (hc2c1    c1x), (4.17)
hc2x = (hc2c1 C  c1x)hc1x , (hc2c1 C  c1x) = hc2xhxc1 ⌘ hxc2c1 . (4.18)
The relations (4.17), (4.18) provide us the meaning of th action of h on   and respectively of   on h.
(hc2c1    c1x) ⌘ c1 2 c2x (4.19)
(hc2c1 C  c1x) ⌘ hc2xhxc1 (4.20)
We als highlight the constraint which is an analog of (4.2).
hc2c1 c1x = (hc2c1    c1x) (hc2c1    c1x),  c1x (hc2c1    c1x) 1 = hc1c2 (hc2c1    c1x) (4.21)
Before getting the statement of the main result, let us explain how we can actually anticipate it. For this we need
to pick some specific point x and using the geometric interpretation of the actions together with the decomposition
(4.21), we will get some constraint analog to (4.2) which will suggest the Heisenberg double structure we should
consider.
Let us pick x to be either of v or v . We have then (B22) that becomes respectively for x = v and x = v ,
 c1c2 c2v = (hc2c1    c1v),  
v 
c1c2 c2v  = (hc2c1     v ). (4.22)
Putting them together (and getting rid of  c1c2) we have that
 c2vv  ⌘  vc2 c2v  = (hc2c1     c1)(h c1    c1v ) = hc2c1   ( vc1 c1v ) ⌘ (hc2c1    c1vv ). (4.23)
This t lls us what s the action of hc2c1 on  
c1
vv  =  vc1 c1v  . W also hav the geometric meaning f the action f   on
h, through (4.20).
(hc2c1 C  c1v) = hc2vhvc1 ⌘ hvc2c1 , (hc2c1 C v ) = hc2v hv c1 ⌘ hv
 
c c1 . 4.24)
Finally, we get the relations identifying the relevant phase space variables from (4.21), evaluated respectively at v and
v .
 cv (hc2c1    cv)
 1 = hc1c2 (hc2c1    c1v),  c1v  (hc2c1    c1v )
 1 = hc1c2 (hc2c1    c1v ) (4.25)
Combined together by g tting rid of hc1c2 , we have that
 c1vv  (hc1c2    c1v ) = (hc1c2    c1v) (hc2c1    
c1
vv ) (4.26)
,  c1vv  hv
 
c1c2 = h
v
c1c2  
c2
vv  , (4.27)
where w us d in the last equation the definitions we obtained in (4.23) and (4.24). This p o ides therefore a
candidate for the discretized symplectic form  LQG. Strikingly this expectation coincides with the discretization
procedure described earlier.
Main result : We have that
 LQGc1c2 =
1
2
 ⌦
 hvc1c2 ^   c1vv 
↵
+ h  c1vv  ^   c2vv i
 
(4.28)
⌅
The proof of this main result is left in the appendix. The other symplectic contribution,  LQG
 
, can also be guessed.
 LQG
 
c1c2 ⌘
Z
[vv ]  c 1
⇣D
(d Gc1)|LieG1 ^ ( Gc1)|LieG2
E
 
D
(d Gc2)|LieG1 ^ ( Gc2)|LieG2
E⌘
. (4.29)
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Figure 2: The constraint (90) provides the natural way to define a ribbon structure associated
to each dual edge [cc0]. It encodes that the holonomy around the ribbon is trivial.
3.2.2 Heis nberg double/phase space asso iated to a link
Having such ribbon structure points for a natural symplectic form []. In fact we
are going to prove that the explicit evaluation of ⌦cc0 is the natural symplectic form
makingD ,s a Heisenberg double, the generalization of the notion of cotangent bundle
as a phase space [?].
Theorem 1 The symplectic form associated to a link [cc0] is given by
⌦cc0 = ⌦
[vv0]
c   ⌦[vv
0]
c0 =
1
2
⇣
h Hvcc0 ^  Lcvv0i+
D
 Hv
0
cc0 ^  Lc
0
vv0
E⌘
(91)
⌅
17
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v
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c
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This can be written as
`cvhcvhvc0`vc0 = `cv0hcv0hv0c0`v0c0 , hcvhvc0`vc0`c0v0 = `vc`cv0hcv0hv0c0 . (88)
In other words once we introduce the triangular olonomies
Lcvv0 ⌘ `vc`cv0 , Hvcc0 ⌘ hcvhvc0 . (89
we can express the continuity equation as the ribbon structure, see Fig. ??
Lcvv0H
v0
cc0 = H
v
cc0L
0
vv0 . (90)
The triangular holonomies are the classical analogues of Kitae ’s triangle operators
[?,?].
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The edge [vv ] has a different orientation d p nding whether it is belo ging to  c⇤1 or  c⇤2. Hence
 LQGc1c2 ⌘
Z
[vv ]  c 1
⇣D
(d Gc1)|LieG2 ^ ( Gc1)|LieG1
E
 
D
(d Gc2)|LieG2 ^ ( Gc2)|LieG1
E⌘
. (4.15)
The holonomies Gc1(x) and Gc2(x) are evaluated at the same point x 2 [vv ] hence there exists an holonomy Hc1c2 =
 c2c1hc2c1 such that Gc2(x) = Hc2c1Gc1(x). In terms of the different components, we have
Gc2(x) =  c2xhc2x = ( c2c1hc2c1) ( c1xhc1x) =  c2c1 (hc2c1  c1x)hc1x =  c2c1 (hc2c1    c1x) (hc2c1 C  c1x)hc1x (4.16)
Let us focus on each contribution for each group component
 c2x =  c2c1 (hc2c1    cx),  c1c2 c2x = (hc2c1    c1x), (4.17)
hc2x = (hc2c1 C  c1x)hc1x , (hc2c1 C  c1x) = h hxc1 ⌘ hxc2c1 . (4.18)
The relations (4.17), (4.18) provide us the meaning of the ction of h on   and respectively of   on h.
(hc2c1    c1x) ⌘  c1c2 c2x (4.19)
(hc2c1 C  c1x) ⌘ hc2xhxc1 (4.20)
We also highlight the constraint which is an analog of (4.2).
hc2c1 c1x = (hc2c1    c1x) (hc2c1    c1x),  c1x (hc2c1    c1x) 1 = hc1c2 (hc2c1    c1x) (4.21)
Before getting the statement of the main result, let us explain how we can actually anticipate it. For this we need
to pick some specific point x and using the geometric interpretation of the actions together with the decomposition
(4.21), we will get some constraint analog t (4.2) which will suggest the H isenberg double structure we should
consider.
Let us pick x to be either of v or v . We have then (B22) that becomes respectively for x = v and x = v ,
 c1c2 c2v = (hc2c1    c1v),  
v 
c1c2 c2v  = (hc2c1    c1v ). (4.22)
Putting them together (and getting rid of  c1c2) we have that
 c2vv  ⌘  vc2 c2v  = (hc2c1    vc1)(hc2c1    c1v ) = hc2c1   ( vc1 c1v ) ⌘ (hc2c1    c1vv ). (4.23)
This tells us what is the action of hc2c1 on  
c1
vv  =  vc1 c1v  . We also ha e the geometric meaning of th action of o
h, through (4.20).
(hc2c1 C  c1v) = hc2vhvc1 ⌘ hvc2c1 , (hc2c1 C  c1v ) = hc2v hv c1 ⌘ hv
 
c2c1 . (4.24)
Finally, we get the relations identifying the relevant phase space variables from (4.21), evaluated respectively at v and
v .
 cv (hc2c1    cv)
 1 = hc1c2 (hc2c1    c1v),  c1v  (hc2c1    c1v )
 1 = hc1c2 (hc2c1    c1v ) (4.25)
Combined together by getting rid of hc1c2 , we have that
 c1vv  (hc1c2    c1v ) = (hc1c2    c1v) (hc2c1    
c1
vv ) (4.26)
,  c1vv  hv
 
c1c2 = h
v
c1c2  
c2
vv  , (4. 7)
where we used in the last equation the definitions w obtained i (4.23) and (4.24). This pro ides therefore a
candidate for the discretized symplectic form  LQG. Strikingly this expe tation coincides with the discretization
procedure described earlier.
Main result : We have that
 LQGc1c2 =
1
2
 ⌦
 hvc1c2 ^   c1vv 
↵
+ h  c1vv  ^   c2vv i
 
(4.28)
⌅
The proof of this main result is left in the appendix. The other symplectic contribution,  LQG
 
, can also be guessed.
 LQG
 
c1c2 ⌘
Z
[vv ]  c 1
⇣D
(d Gc1)|LieG1 ^ ( Gc1)|LieG2
E
 
D
(d Gc2)|LieG1 ^ ( Gc2)|LieG
E⌘
. (4.29)
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Figure 2: The constraint (90) provides the natural way to define a ribbon structure associated
to each dual edge [cc0]. It encodes that the holonomy around the ribbo is trivial.
3.2.2 Heisenberg double/phase space associated to li k
Having such ribbon structure poi ts for a natural symplecti form []. In fact we
are going to prove that the explicit evaluation of ⌦cc0 is the natural symplectic form
makingD ,s a Heisenberg double, the generalization of the notion of cotangent bundle
as a phase space [?].
Theorem 1 The symplectic form associ ted to a link [cc0] is given by
⌦cc0 = ⌦
[vv0]
c   ⌦[vv
0]
c0 =
1
2
⇣
h Hvcc0 ^  Lcvv0i+
D
 Hv
0
cc0 ^  Lc
0
vv0
E⌘
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⌅
17
This can be written as
`cvhcvhvc0`vc0 = `cv0hcv0hv0c0`v0c0 , hcvhvc0`v 0`c0v0 = `vc`cv0hcv0hv0c0 . (88)
In other words once we introduce the triangular holonomies
Lcvv0 ⌘ `vc`cv0 , Hvcc0 ⌘ hcvhvc0 . (89)
we can express the continuity equation as the ribbon structure, see Fig. ??
Lcvv0H
v0
cc0 = H
v
cc0L
c0
vv0 . (90)
The triangular holonomies are the classical an logues of Kitaev’ t ian le operators
[?,?].
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The edge [vv ] has a different orientation depending whether it is belonging to  c⇤1 or  c⇤2. Hence
 LQGc1c2 ⌘
Z
[vv ]  c 1
⇣D
(d Gc1)|LieG2 ^ ( Gc1)|LieG1
E
 
D
(d Gc2)|LieG2 ^ ( Gc2)|LieG1
E⌘
. (4.15)
The holonomies Gc1(x) and Gc2(x) are evaluated at the same point x 2 [vv ] hence there exists an holonomy Hc1c2 =
 c2c1hc2c1 such that Gc2(x) = Hc2c1Gc1(x). In terms of the different components, we have
Gc2(x) =  c2xhc2x = ( c2c1hc2c1) ( c1xhc1x) =  c2c1 (hc2c1  c1x)hc1x =  c2c1 (hc2c1    c1x) (hc2c1 C  c1x hc1x (4.16)
Let us focus on each c ntribution f r each group comp nent
 c2x =  c2c1 (hc2c1    cx),  c1c2 c2x = (hc2c1    c1x), (4.17)
hc2x = (hc2c1 C  c1x)hc1x , (hc2c1 C  c1x) = hc2xhxc1 ⌘ hxc2c1 . (4.18)
The relations (4.17), (4.18) provide us the meaning of the action of h on   and respectively of   on h.
(hc2c1    c1x) ⌘  c1c2 c2x (4.19)
(hc2c1 C  c1x) ⌘ hc2xhxc1 (4.20)
We also highlight the constraint which is an analog of (4.2).
hc2c1 c1x = (hc2c1    c1x) (hc2c1    c1x),  c1x (hc2c1    c1x) 1 = hc1c2 (hc2c1    c1x) (4.21)
Before getting the statement of the main esult, let us explain how we can actually ticip e it. For this we nee
to pick some specific point x and using the geometric interpre ation of t e a tions together with the decomp siti n
(4.21), we will get some constraint analog to (4.2) which will suggest the Heis nberg doubl structure we should
consider.
Let us pick x to be either of v or v . We have then (B22) that becomes respectively for x = v and x v ,
 
1c2 c2v = (hc2c1    c1v),  
v 
c1c2 c2v  = (hc2c1    c1v ). (4.22
Putting them together (and getting rid of  c1c2) w have that
 c2vv  ⌘  vc2 c2v  = (hc2c1    vc1)(hc2c1    c1v ) = hc2c1   ( vc1 c1v ) ⌘ (hc2c1    c1vv ). (4.23)
This tells us what is the action of hc2c1 on  
c1
vv  =  vc1 c1v  . We also have the geometric meaning of the action of   on
h, through (4.20).
(hc2c1 C  c1v) = hc2vhvc1 ⌘ hvc2c1 , (hc2c1 C  c1v ) = hc2v hv c1 ⌘ v
 
c2c1 . (4.24)
Finally, we get the relations identifying the relevant phase spac variables from (4.21), evaluated respectively t v nd
v .
 cv (hc2c1    cv)
 1 = hc1c2 (h 2c1  c1v),   1v  (hc2c1    c1v )
 1 = hc1c2 ( c2c1    c1  ) (4. 5
Combined together by getting rid of hc1c2 , we have that
 c1vv  (hc1c2    c1v ) = (hc1c2    c1v) (hc2c1    
c1
vv ) (4.26)
,  c1vv  hv
 
c1c2 = h
v
c1c2  
c2
vv  , (4.27)
where we used in the last equation the definitions we obtained in (4. 3) and (4.24). This provides therefore a
candidate for the discretized symplectic form  LQG. Strikingly this expectation coincides with the discretization
procedure described earlier.
Main result : We have that
 LQGc1c2 =
1
2
 ⌦
 hvc1c2 ^   c1vv 
↵
+ h  c1vv  ^   c2vv i (4.28)
⌅
The proof of this main result is left in the appendix. The other symplectic contribution,  LQG
 
, can also be guessed.
 LQG
 
c1c2 ⌘
Z
[vv ]  c 1
⇣D
(d Gc1)|LieG1 ^ ( Gc1)|LieG2
E
 
D
(d Gc2)|LieG1 ^ ( Gc2)|LieG2
E⌘
. 4.29)
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Figure 2: The constraint (90) provides the natural way to define a ribbon structure associated
to each dual edge [cc0]. It encodes that the hol omy a oun the ribbon is t ivial.
3.2.2 Heisenberg double/phase space associated to a link
Having such ribbon structure points for a natural symplec ic form []. In fac we
are going to prove that the explicit evaluatio of ⌦c 0 is the natural symplectic form
makingD ,s a Heisenberg double, the gener lization of the notion of cotangent bundle
as a phase space [?].
Theorem 1 The symplectic form associated to a link [cc0] is given by
⌦cc0 = ⌦
[vv0]
c   ⌦[vv
0]
c0 =
1
2
⇣
h Hvcc0 ^  Lcvv0i+
D
 Hv
0
cc0 ^  Lc
0
vv0
E⌘
(91)
⌅
17
This can be written as
`cvhcvhvc0`vc0 = `cv0hcv0hv0c0`v0c0 , hcvhvc0`vc0`c0v0 = `vc`cv0hcv0hv0c0 . (88)
In other words once we in roduce the tri gular holonomies
Lcvv0 ⌘ `vc`cv0 , Hvcc0 ⌘ hcvhvc0 . (89)
we can express the continuity equation as the ribbon structure, see Fig. ??
Lcvv0H
v0
cc0 = H
v
cc0L
c0
vv0 . (90)
The triangular holonomies are the classical analogues of Kitaev’s triangle operators
[?,?].
v
v’
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v’
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c2
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The edge [vv ] has a different orientation depending whether it is belonging to  c⇤1 or  c⇤2. Hence
 LQGc1c2 ⌘
Z
[vv ]  c 1
⇣D
(d Gc1)|LieG2 ^ ( Gc1)|LieG1
E
 
D
(d Gc2)|LieG2 ^ ( Gc2)|LieG1
E⌘
. (4.15)
The holonomies Gc1(x) and Gc2(x) are evaluated at the same point x 2 [vv ] hence there exists an holonomy Hc1c2 =
 c2c1hc2c1 such that Gc2(x) = Hc2c1 c1(x). In terms of the different components, we have
Gc2(x) =  c2xhc2x = ( c2c1hc2c1) ( c1xhc1x) =  c2c1 (hc2c1  c1x)hc1x =  c2c1 (hc2c1    c1x) (hc2c1 C  c1x)hc1x (4.16)
Let us fo us on eac contribution for each group component
 c2x =  c2c1 (hc2     x), 1c2 c2x = (hc2c1   , (4.17)
hc2x = (hc2c1 C  c1x)hc1x , (hc2c1 C  c1x) = hc2xhxc1 ⌘ hxc2c1 . (4.18)
The relations (4.17), (4.18) provide us the meaning of the action of h on   and respectively of   on h.
(hc2c1    c1x) ⌘   1 2 c2x (4.19)
(hc2c1 C  c1x) ⌘ hc2xhxc1 (4.20)
We also highlight the constraint which is an analog of (4.2).
hc2c1 c1x = (hc2c1    c1x) (hc2c1    c1x),  c1x (hc2c1    c1x) 1 = hc1c2 (hc2c1    c1x) (4.21)
Before getting the statement of the main result, let us explain how we can actually anticipate it. For this we need
to pick some specific point x and using the geometric interpretation of the actions toget er with the de omposition
(4.21), we will get som constraint analog o (4.2) which will suggest the Heisenberg double structure we should
consider.
Let us pick x to be either of v or v . We have then ( 22) that becomes respectively for x = v and x = v ,
 c1c2 c2v = (hc2c1    c1v),  
v 
c1c2 c2v  = (hc2c1    c1v ). (4.22)
Putting them together (and getting rid of  c1c2) we ha e that
 c2vv  ⌘  vc2 c2v  = (hc2c1    vc1)(hc2c1    c1v ) hc2c1   ( vc1 c1v ) ⌘ (hc2c1    c1vv ). (4.23)
This tells us what is the action of hc2c1 on   1vv  =  vc1 c1v  . We also have the geometric meaning of the action of   on
h, through (4.20).
(hc2c1 C  c1v) = hc2vhvc1 ⌘ vc2c1 , (hc2c1 C  c1v ) = hc2v hv c1 ⌘ hv
 
c2c1 . (4. 4)
Finally, we get the relations identifying the relevant phase space variables from (4.21), evaluated respe tively at and
v .
 cv (hc2c1     v)
 1 = h
1c2 ( c1    c1v),  c1v  (hc2c1    c1v )
 1
c1c2 (h 2c1     1  ) (4.25)
Combined together by get ng ri of hc1c2 , we hav tha
 c1vv  (hc1c2    c1v ) = (hc1c2    c1v) ( c2c1  
c1
vv ) (4.26)
,  c1vv  hv
 
c1c2 = h
v
c1c2  
c2
vv  , (4.27)
where we used in the last equation the definitions w obtained in (4.23) and (4.24). This provides therefor a
candidate for the discretized symplectic form  LQG. Strikingly this expectation coincides with the discretization
procedure described earlier.
Main result : We have that
 LQGc1c2 =
1
2
 ⌦
 hvc1c2 ^   c1vv 
↵
+ h  c1vv  ^   c2vv i
 
(4.28)
⌅
The proof of this main result is left in the appendix. The other symplectic contribution,  LQG
 
, can also be guessed.
 LQG
 
c1c2 ⌘
Z
[vv ]  c 1
⇣D
(d Gc1)|LieG1 ^ ( Gc1)|LieG2
E
 
D
(d Gc2)|LieG1 ^ ( Gc2)|LieG2
E⌘
. (4.29)
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Figure 2: The constraint (90) provides the natural way to define a ribbon stru ture associated
to each dual edge [cc0]. It encodes that the holonomy around the ribbo s trivial.
3.2.2 Heisenberg double/phase space associated to a link
Having such ribbon structur points f r a natural symplectic form []. In fact we
are going to prove that the explicit evaluation of ⌦cc0 is the natural symplectic form
makingD ,s a Heisenberg double, the generalizati n of the notion of cota gent bundle
as a phase space [?].
Theorem 1 The symplectic form associated to a link [cc0] is given by
⌦cc0 = ⌦
[vv0]
c   ⌦[vv
0]
c0 =
1
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⇣
h Hvcc0 ^  Lcvv0i+
D
 Hv
0
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This an be written as
`cv cvhvc0`vc0 = `cv0hcv0hv0c0`v0c0 , hcv vc0 c0`c0v0 = ` c`cv0hcv0hv0c0 . (88)
I ther words onc we introduce the triangular holonomies
Lcvv0 ⌘ `vc`cv0 , Hvcc0 ⌘ hcvhvc0 . 89)
we can expr ss the ontinuity equation as the ribbon structure, see Fig. ??
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The triangular holonomies are t e classical analogues of Kitaev’s triangle operators
[?,?].
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The edge [vv ] has a different orientation depending whether it is belonging to  c⇤1 or  c⇤2. Hence
 LQGc1c2 ⌘
Z
[vv ]  c 1
⇣D
(d Gc1)|LieG2 ^ ( Gc1)|LieG1
E
 
D
(d Gc2)|LieG2 ^ ( Gc2)|LieG1
E⌘
. (4.15)
The holonomies Gc1(x) and Gc2(x) are evaluated at the same po nt x 2 [vv ] he c there exists an hol nomy Hc1c2 =
 c2c1hc2c1 such that Gc2(x) = Hc2c1Gc1(x). In terms of th different c mp nents, we have
Gc2(x) =  c2xhc2x = ( c2c1hc2c1) ( c1xhc1x) =  c2c1 (hc2c1  c1x)hc1x =  c2c1 (hc2c1    c1x) (hc2c1 C  c1x)hc1x (4.16)
Let us focus on each contribution for each group component
 c2x =  c2 1 (hc2c1    cx),  c1 2 c2x = (hc2c1    c1x), (4.17)
hc2x = (hc2c1 C  c1x)hc1x , (hc2c1 C  c1x) = hc2xhxc1 ⌘ hxc2c1 . (4.18)
The relations (4.17), (4.18) provide us the me ning of the acti n of h n   and respectively f   on h.
(hc2c1    c1x) ⌘  c1c2 c2x (4.19)
(hc2c1 C  c1x) ⌘ hc2x xc1 (4.20)
We also highlight the constraint which is an analog of (4.2).
hc2c1 c1x = (hc2c1    c1x) (hc2c1    c1x),  c1x (hc2c1    c1x) 1 = hc1c2 (hc2c1    c1x) (4. 1)
Before getting the statement of the main result, let us explain ho we can actually anticipate it. For this we need
t pick some specific point x and using he g ometric interpr ation f h act ns together wi h the d compos ion
(4.21), we will get some onstraint analog to (4.2) which will suggest the Heisenberg double structure we should
consider.
Let us pick x to be i er of v or v . We have then (B22) that be es re pecti ly for x = v and x = v ,
 c1 2 c2v = (hc2c1    c1v),  
v 
c1c2 c2v  = (hc2c1   c1v ). (4.22)
Putting them together (and getting rid of  c1c2) we have that
 c2vv  ⌘  vc2 c2v  = (hc2c1    vc1)(hc2c1    c1v ) = hc2c1   ( vc1 c1v ) ⌘ (hc2c1    c1vv ). (4.23)
This tells us wh t is the ction of hc2c1 on  
c1
vv  =  vc1 c1v  . We lso have the geometric meaning of the action of   on
h, through (4.20).
(hc2c1 C  c1v) = hc2vhvc1 ⌘ hvc2c1 , (hc2c1 C  c1v ) = hc2v hv c1 ⌘ hv
 
c2c1 . (4.24)
Finally, we get the relations identifyi g the relevant phase space vari bles from (4.21), evaluated respectively at v and
v .
 c (hc2c1    cv)
 1 = hc1c2 (h 2c1    c1v),   1v  (h 2c1    c1v )
 1 =
1c2 (h 2c1    c1v ) ( .25)
Combined together by g tti g rid of hc1c2 , we have that
 c1v   1 2  c1v ) = (hc1c2    c1v) (hc2c1    
c1
vv ) (4.26)
, c1v   hv
 
c1 = h
v
c1c2  
c2
vv  , (4.27)
where we use i he last equ tion the definitions we obtained in (4.23) and (4.24). This provides therefore a
candidate for t e discretized symplectic form  LQG. Strikingly t is xpe ta on coincides with the discretization
procedure described earlier.
Main result : We have that
 LQGc1c2 =
1
2
 ⌦
hvc1c2 ^   c1vv 
↵
+ h  c1vv  ^    2vv i
 
(4.28)
⌅
The proof of this main result is left in the appendix. The other symplectic contribution,  LQG
 
, can also be guessed.
 LQG
 
c1c2 ⌘
Z
[vv ]  c 1
⇣D
(d Gc1)|LieG1 ^ ( Gc1)|LieG2
E
 
D
(d Gc2)|LieG1 ^ ( Gc2)|LieG2
E⌘
. (4.29)
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Figure 2: The constr int (90) provide th natural way to define a ribbon structure ass ciated
to each dual edge [cc0]. It encodes that the holonomy around the ribbon is trivial.
3.2.2 Heisenberg double/phase space associated to a link
Having such ribbon structure points for a natural symplectic form []. In fact we
are g ing to prove that the explicit evaluation of ⌦cc0 is the natural symplectic form
makingD ,s a Heisenberg double, the generalization of the notion of cotangent bundle
as a phase space [?].
Theorem 1 The symplectic form associated to link [cc0] s given by
⌦cc0 = ⌦
[vv0]
c   ⌦[
0]
c0 =
1
2
⇣
h Hvcc0 ^  Lcvv0i+
D
 Hv
0
cc0 ^  Lc
0
vv0
E⌘
(91)
⌅
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3.2 From holonomy to ribbon an Heisenberg double
3.2.1 From holonomies to ribbons
The di↵erent subregions share some common boundaries. An edge e is shared by
two triangles. This means that the variables evaluated on the edge can be related
through transformations relating the di↵erent frames associated to each triangle. As
we will see this will generate some simplifications in the total symplectic form
P
i⌦ci .
Let us now focus on two cells c⇤ and c0⇤, sharing the edge e = [vv0], where v and
v0 are v rtices of the t i ngulation. As a set we hav ⇤ \ c0⇤ = [vv0], in addition
[vv0] posses an orientation induced by the orientation of c, see Fig 1. We have two
contributions, for the edge [vv0] coming from the two cells sharing [vv0].
⌦cc0 ⌘ ⌦[vv0]c + ⌦[v
0v]
c0 = ⌦
[vv0]
c   ⌦[vv
0]
c0 , (97)
where the sign changed because the edge [vv0] has a di↵erent orientation depending
whether it is belonging to the boundary of ⇤ or c0⇤. On the boundary [vv0], t e
di↵ rent fields, which we can combine as D ,s holonomies Gci = `cihci are related
by a D ,s transformation. The ”continuity equation” states that the connection
evaluated on [vv0] can be expressed either from the perspective of the frame of c⇤ or
the one of c0⇤.
A(x) = (G 1c dGc)(x) = (G 1c0 dGc0)(x), x 2 [vv0]. (98)
This di↵erential equation can b integrated. Indeed the group elements Gc(x) ⌘ Gcx
and Gc0(x) are evaluated at the same poi t x 2 [vv0] and since the connection is flat,
there exists an holonomy Gc0c = Lc0cHc0c such that Gc0(x) = Gc0cGc(x).
The integr ed c ntinuity equati n is
Gcc0 = Gc Gxc0 . (99)
for x 2 [v 0]. Therefore it implies that
GcvGvc0 = Gcv0Gv0c0 . (100)
T s can be written as
`c hcvhvc0`vc0 = `cv0hcv0hv0c0`v0c0 , hcvhvc0`vc0`c0v0 = `vc`cv0hcv0hv0c0 . (101)
In other words once we introduce the triangular holonomies
Lcvv0 ⌘ `vc`c 0 , Hvcc0 ⌘ hcvhvc0 . (102)
we express the continuity equation as the ribbon structure, see Fig. ??
Lvv0H
0
cc0 = H
v
cc0L
0
vv0 . (103)
The triangular holonomies are the classical analogues of Kitaev’s triangle operators
[?,?].
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The di↵erent subregions share some common boundaries. An edge e is shared by
two triangles. This means that the variables evaluated on the edge can be related
through transformations relating the di↵erent frames associated to each triangle. As
we will see this will generate some simplifications in the total symplectic form
P
i⌦ci .
Let us now focus on two cells c⇤ and c0⇤, sharing the edge e = [vv0], where v and
v0 are ertices of the triangulation. As a set we have c⇤ \ c0⇤ = [vv0], in addition
[vv0] posses an orientation induced by the orientation of c, see Fig 1. We have two
contributions, for t e edge [vv0] coming from the two cells sharing [vv0].
⌦cc0 ⌘ ⌦[vv0]c + ⌦[v
0v]
c0 = ⌦
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where the sign changed because the edge [vv0] has a i↵erent orientatio depending
whether it is belonging to the boundary of c⇤ or 0⇤. On the boundary [vv0], t e
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evaluated on [vv0] can be expressed either from th perspective o the frame of c⇤ or
the one of c0⇤.
A(x) = (G 1c dG )(x) = (G 1c0 dGc0)(x), x 2 [vv0]. (98)
This di↵erential equation can be integrated. Indeed the group lements Gc(x) ⌘ Gc
and Gc0(x) are evaluated at the same point x 2 [vv0] and since the connection is flat,
there exists an holonomy Gc0c = Lc0cHc0c such that Gc0(x) = Gc0cGc(x).
The integrat d con inuity equati is
Gcc0 = GcxG c0 . (99)
for x 2 [vv0]. Ther fore it impli s t at
GcvGvc0 = Gcv0Gv0 0 . 100)
This can be written as
`cvhcvhvc0`vc0 = ` v0hcv0hv0 0`v0c0 , hcvhvc0`vc0`c0v0 = `vc`cv0hcv0hv0c0 . (101)
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Lcvv0H
v0
cc0 = H
v
cc0
0
0 . (103)
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Figure 2: The constraint (108) p ov s e na ural w y to defi e a ribbon struct re associate to
each link [cc′]. It encodes that the holonomy around the ribbon is trivial.
3. .2 Heise berg do ble/ph se sp ce associate to a link
Having such a ribbon structure points for a natur l sy plectic form [67]. In fact we
are going to prov that the explici evaluati of Ωcc′ , defined in (102), is the atural
symplectic form making Dσs a Heisenberg double, the g eralization of the otio of
cotangent bundle as a phase spa e [67].
Theorem 1 The symplectic form associated to a li k [cc′] is given by
Ωcc′ = Ω
[vv′]
c − Ω[vv
′]
c′ =
1
2
(
〈∆Hvcc′ ∧ ∆Lcvv′〉+
〈
∆Hv
′
cc′ ∧ ∆ c
′
v′
〉)
. (109)

9We note that since the inverse is an antihomomorphism, Gyx = `yxhyx→G−1xy = h−1xy `−1xy = Gyx = hyx`yx, the
right decomposition of the inverse is the analogue of the left decomposition.
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The proof of this result is presented in section 3.4. This theorem can be seen as the
main result of the paper. Before proving the theorem it can be instructive to check that
Ωcc′ is indeed closed [67].
For notational simplicity, let us omit the indices and lets assume that `, ˜` ∈ AN,
h, h˜ ∈ SU are such that they form a ribbon structure
G ≡ ` h = h˜ ˜`. (110)
The 2-form Ωcc′ = Ω can then be written as
Ω =
1
2
ΩL +
1
2
ΩR, ΩL :=
〈
∆h˜ ∧∆`
〉
, ΩR :=
〈
∆h ∧∆˜`
〉
, (111)
The variation of this equation implies that ∆G = ∆` + G∆hG−1, also that ∆G =
∆h˜+G∆˜`G−1 and the identity
∆`−∆h˜ = G(∆˜`−∆h)G−1. (112)
Since δ∆h˜ = ∆h˜ ∧∆h˜, and δ∆h = −∆h ∧∆h, one finds that
δΩL =
〈
(∆h˜−∆`) ∧, ∆h˜ ∧∆`
〉
=
1
3
〈
(∆h˜−∆`) ∧, (∆h˜−∆`) ∧ (∆h˜−∆`)
〉
(113)
We used in the second equality the fact that AN and SU are isotropic. We find a similar
result for ΩR with (∆h˜−∆`) replaced by −(∆˜`−∆h) and therefore δΩR = −δΩL, and
Ω is closed. Hence the Poisson bracket associated to Ωcc′ satisfies the Jacobi identity.
This phase space structure generalizes the usual notion of cotangent bundle.
3.3 Drinfeld double as symmetry of the Heisenberg double
Match pair of groups. We recall that the decompositions of Dσs into AN and SUσs
provide the definitions of actions of AN on SUσs and vice versa. This allows to see Dσs
as a matched pair of groups [72].
`h = h˜˜`= (`B h)(`C h)⇒ `B h ≡ h˜, `C h ≡ ˜` (114)
h˜˜`= `h = (h˜B ˜`)(h˜C ˜`)⇒ h˜B ˜`≡ `, h˜C ˜`≡ h. (115)
Some of the compatibility properties of the actions are as follows.
1C h = 1, `C (h1h2) = (`C h1)C h2, (`1`2)C h = (`1 C (`2 B h))(`2 C h)
`B 1 = 1, `B (h1h2) = (`B h1)((`C h1)B h2), (`1`2)B h = `1 B (`2 B h)
(h−1 B `−1) = ˜`−1 = (`C h)−1, (h−1 C `−1) = h˜−1 = (`B h)−1 (116)
where we used in the last line the inverse of (110), namely h−1`−1 = ˜`−1h˜−1. We have
similar properties for the other actions in terms of h˜ and ˜`.
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General action of Dσs on itself. The Heisenberg double is defined in terms of the group
Dσs. The group Dσs acts on the left (or on the right) on itself.
Dσs ×Dσs → Dσs
(G′, G) → G′G
Dσs ×Dσs → Dσs
(G′, G) → GG′ .
Using either of the left or right decompositions G = `h = h˜˜`, and the left decomposition
for G′ = `′h′, `′ ∈ AN, h′ ∈ SUσs, we have, for the left action,
G′G = `′h′ `h = [`′(h′ B `′)][(h′ C `)h] = `′h′h˜˜`= (`′ B (h′h˜))(`′ C (h′h˜))˜`. (117)
The left and right actions of Dσs on itself encode the natural phase space symmetry
actions and provide a discretization of the symmetries generated by the charges (57).
Rotations on the left. Let us consider the infinitesimal transformations associated to
left transformations (the right transformations are obtained in an analogous manner).
Let us first look at the infinitesimal (left) action δLα of the rotations h
′ ∼ 1 + α,
α ∈ su on G ∈ Dσs.
h′ .G = h′G ∼ (1 + α)G with G = `h = h˜˜` (118)
We deduce then the easy transformations,
δLαG = αG, δ
L
α h˜ = αh˜, δ
L
α
˜`= 0. (119)
The other transformations, δLαh, δ
L
α`, require a bit more work. We have
h′ ` h = (h′ B `) (h′ C `)h→
∣∣∣∣ h′ B ` = h′ ` (h′ C `)−1 = h′ ` (`−1 B (h′)−1)h′ B h = (h′ C `)h . (120)
So at the infinitesimal level10, we have
δLα` = α`− `(αC `), (121)
δLαh = (αC `)h. (122)
Since we deal with a match pair of groups, due to the action and back action we can
have a twisted compatibility relation with the product [72]. In particular for the action
on the AN sector we have,
hB (`1`2) = (hB `1)((hC `1)B `2)→ δα(`1`2) = (δα`1)`2 + `1(δαC`1`2). (123)
The action (121) satisfies such condition.
δα(`1`2) = α`1`2 − `1`2(αC (`1`2))
= {(α`1)− `1(αC `1)}`2 + `1{(αC `1)`2 − `2((αC `1)C `2)}
= (δα`1)`2 + `1(δαC`1`2). (124)
10Note that we have
(h′ C `)−1 = (`−1 B h′−1)⇒ −(αC `) = −(`−1 B α).
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Charge for the rotations on the left. In the continuum picture we have identified the
charges J ′ generating the rotational symmetry. The following proposition determines
the corresponding charge in the discrete picture.
Proposition 2 The triangular holonomy ` = Lcvv′ generates the infinitesimal left rota-
tions.
δLαyΩcc′ = 〈α , ∆`〉 . (125)
We provide the proof in Appendix B.1. Geometrically this (infinitesimal) rotation is
located at c as it can be read from (119), remembering that ˜`= Lc
′
vv′ and h˜ = H
v
cc′ .
Generating left rotations with Poisson brackets. The Poisson bracket associated to the
symplectic form can be obtained by inverting the symplectic form [67]. We can also
directly infer it from the infinitesimal transformations. Indeed, as discussed in [75], since
` is the charge of the left rotation δLα we can recover from the action of δ
L
α on (`,
˜`, h, h˜)
the Poisson bracket of ` with all the other components, using the correspondence
δLα · = −
〈
α , {`1 , ·}`−11
〉
1
, (126)
where we are using here the notation `1 := `⊗1, `2 := 1⊗` and 〈, 〉1 means we are
contracting the first sector of the tensor product.
Proposition 3 The Poisson brackets implementing the infinitesimal transformation
(126) can be conveniently written in terms of the r-matrix [76]
r− ≡ −τI⊗JI . (127)
and are given by
{`1, `2} = [r−, `1`2], {`1, h2} = `1r−h2, (128)
{`1, ˜`2} = 0, {`1, h˜2} = r− `1h˜2.
We provide the proof in Appendix B.2.
Translations on the left. A similar calculation can be performed for the infinitesimal
(left) translations δLφ , AN 3 `′ ∼ 1 + φ, φ ∈ an.
`′ .G = `′G ∼ (1 + φ)G with G = `h = h˜˜` (129)
We deduce again the easy transformations,
δLφG = φG, δ
L
φ ` = φ`, δ
L
φh = 0, (130)
and the other transformations, δLφ h˜, δ
L
φ
˜`, require a bit more work. We have
h˜ ˜` = (`′ B h˜) (`′ C h˜) ˜`→
∣∣∣∣ `′ B h˜ = `′ h˜ (`′ C h˜)−1 = `′ h˜ (h˜−1 Bm−1)`′ B ˜`= (`′ C h˜) ˜` . (131)
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We note that the formulae are actually very similar to the left rotations we first deter-
mined. It is natural since the construction is by essence symmetric between the su and
an sectors.
At the infinitesimal level, we have
δLφ h˜ = φh˜− h˜(h˜−1 B φ) = φh˜− h˜(φC h˜), (132)
δLφ
˜` = (φC h˜) ˜`. (133)
It is clear that the action (132) satisfies a twisted compatibility condition with the
product of SU, since the formula is very similar to (121).
Charge for the translations on the left. In the continuum picture we have identified the
charges generating the translation symmetry P ′. The following proposition determines
the corresponding charge in the discrete picture. As one could expect, the charge gen-
erating the left translation is now given by the SU holonomy.
Proposition 4 The triangular holonomy h˜ = Hvcc′ generates the infinitesimal left trans-
lations.
δLφyΩcc′ = −
〈
φ, ∆h˜
〉
. (134)
The proof of this proposition is very close to the one of Proposition 2, thanks to the
symmetric treatment between the variables ` ↔ h˜, ˜`↔ h, and sectors an ↔ su. Ge-
ometrically this (infinitesimal) translation is based at v, as it can be read from (130),
remembering that ` = Lcvv′ and h = H
v′
cc′ .
Generating left translations with Poisson brackets. We can also derive the infinitesimal
translations using the Poisson bracket.
δLφ · =
〈
φ , {h˜1 , ·}h˜−11
〉
1
. (135)
The difference of minus sign with respect to (126) is due to the fact that the charges
have opposite sign as one can see looking at (134) and (125).
Proposition 5 The Poisson brackets implementing the infinitesimal transformation
(135) can be conveniently written in terms of the R-matrix [76]
r+ = JI⊗τ I , (136)
and are given by
{h˜1, h˜2} = [r+, h˜1h˜2], {h˜1, ˜`2} = h˜1r+ ˜`2, {h˜1 , h2} = 0, {h˜1 , `2} = r+h˜1`2. (137)
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The proof is given in Appendix B.3. It is very similar to the earlier proof of proposition
3 due to the symmetry between the sectors SU and AN in the different decompositions.
A similar construction can be done for the infinitesimal right translations and rota-
tions, which are respectively generated by Hv
′
cc′ = h and L
c′
vv′ =
˜` and act respectively
at v′ and c′. Determining these infinitesimal transformations allows to find the missing
Poisson brackets, such as in particular
{h1, h2} = −[r+, h1h2], {h1, ˜`2} = −h1 ˜`2r+, {˜`1, ˜`2} = −[r−, ˜`1 ˜`2]. (138)
These can be obtained by the correspondence h˜−1 → h. In summary we find that the
Heisenberg poisson brackets when restricted to the variables (h, `) are11
{`1, `2} = [r−, `1`2], {`1, h2} = `1r−h2, {h1, h2} = −[r−, h1h2]. (139)
Finite transformations. We can also look at the finite version of the left or right
transformations. These are obtained from the group Dσs acting on itself as we have
discussed earlier (117). We can prove that they are phase space symmetries if we equip
the group Dσs with another Poisson structure, which this time is not invertible (it is
however compatible with the group product of Dσs). In this case, Dσs as a symmetry
group is called the Drinfled double. In order to write these we note that the r-matrices
(r+, r−) satisfy the relations
2r := r+ + r−, r+ − r− = C (140)
where C is the quadratic Casimir of d and we have introduced the antisymmetric r-
matrix r.
Heisenberg double :{G1, G2} = [r,G⊗G]+ = rG⊗G+G⊗Gr, (141)
Drinfeld double :{G′1, G′2} = [r,G′⊗G′]− = rG′⊗G′ −G′⊗G′r, (142)
with G,G′ ∈ Dσs . The set of Poisson brackets we just derived in (139) are equivalent
to the Poisson brackets (141). On the other hand the Poisson brackets given in (142)
are simply [76],
{`′1, `′2} = [r−, `′1`′2], {`′1, h′2} = 0 = {h′1, `′2}, {h′1, h′2} = [r+, h′1h′2]. (143)
The left or right action of Dσs as a Drinfeld double on Dσs as a Heisenberg double
is a Poisson map [76]. This means in physical terms that our phase space structure is
covariant under the action of the Drinfeld double, which encodes some symmetry trans-
formations equipped with a (in general non-trivial) Poisson structure. Upon quantiza-
tion, the non-trivial Poisson structure becomes the relevant non-commutative/quantum
group structure. Our quantum mechanical states being built from representations of
these symmetries will then be naturally defined in terms of quantum group representa-
tions. We will come back to this point in Section 4.
11Note that since r+ = r− + C, we have −[r+, h1h2] = −[r−, h1h2].
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3.4 Proof of the main result
Let us prove here the main result of the paper given by theorem 1. We start from the
discretized symplectic form on the boundary of the cell c. Within any cell c∗ we have
from Proposition 1 that
Θ|c =
∫
c∗
〈e ∧ δω〉 ≈ Θc =
∑
[vv′]∈∂c∗
Θ[vv
′]
c , Θ
[vv′]
c = −
∫
[vv′]
δ
〈
`−1c d`c ∧∆hc
〉
. (144)
Given two cells c∗, c′∗ one defines the holonomy Gcc′ = Lcc′Hcc′ and denote Gcx = `cxhcx,
Gxc = G
−1
cx . We also denote, for any holonomy uab from to a to b, u
−1
ab = uba. Given
x ∈ [vv′], one defines
Hxc′c ≡ hc′xhxc, ˜`cx ≡ Lcc′`c′x. (145)
Taking the variation of the first equation of (145), we get
∆hc′x = ∆H
x
c′c +H
x
c′c∆hcxH
x
cc′ = H
x
c′c(∆hcx −∆Hxcc′)(Hxc′c)−1, (146)
where we have used that ∆H−1 = −H−1∆HH. Taking the differential of the second
relation in (145) gives
`−1c′xd`c′x = ˜`
−1
cx d
˜`
cx. (147)
The continuity equations across the edge [vv′] separating c from c′ is equivalent to
an exchange relation:
Gc′cGcx = Gc′x, ⇔ Hc′c`cx = ˜`cxHxc′c. (148)
Taking the differential of the continuity equation (148), we get
˜`−1
cx d
˜`
cx =
(
Hxc′c(`
−1
cx d`cx)H
x
cc′ +H
x
c′cdH
x
cc′
)
. (149)
This relation, together with (146,147) allows us to relate the contribution of the cell c′
to the one of the cell c. Denoting Θcc′ = Θ
[vv′]
c − Θ[vv′]c′ with Θec := −
∫
e
〈`−1cx d`cx,∆hcx〉,
see (101), one finds that
Θcc′ = −
∫
[vv′]
〈
`−1cx d`cx, (∆H
x
cc′)
〉
=
∫
[vv′]
〈
˜`−1
cx d
˜`
cx, (∆H
x
c′c)
〉
. (150)
The second equality is due to the differential continuity equation (149) and the identity
∆H = H−1∆HH = −∆H−1. The fact that there are two equivalent expressions for the
symplectic potential simply follows from the exchange c↔ c′. Under this exchange Θcc′
is antisymmetric. It is also clear from the continuity equation written as ˜`−1cxHc′c`cx =
Hxc′c that under this exchange we have
˜`
c ↔ `c.
The variation of the differential continuity (149) gives
Hxcc′δ(
˜`−1
cx d
˜`
cx)H
x
c′c − δ(`−1cx d`cx) =
(
[`−1cx d`cx,∆H
x
cc′ ] + d∆H
x
cc′
)
. (151)
One can use this to establish that
δ
〈
(`−1cx d`cx)∆H
x
cc′
〉
=
〈
δ(`−1cx d`cx)uprise∆Hxcc′
〉
+
〈
[`−1cx d`cx,∆H
x
cc′ ]uprise∆Hxcc′
〉
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=
〈
Hxcc′δ(
˜`−1
cx d
˜`
cx)H
x
c′c uprise∆Hxcc′
〉
= −
〈
δ(˜`−1cx d˜`cx)uprise∆Hxc′c
〉
. (152)
where we have denoted uprise the variational wedge product. This means that
Ωcc′ =
∫
[vv′]
〈
δ(˜`−1cx d˜`cx)uprise∆Hxc′c
〉
= −
∫
[vv′]
〈
δ(`−1cx d`cx)uprise∆Hxcc′
〉
. (153)
From the variation of the continuity equation (148) one gets
∆Hxcc′ = ∆`cx + `xc∆Hc′c`cx + `xcHcc′∆
˜`
xcHc′c`cx
= `−1c
{
Hcc′(∆˜`c)Hc′c + ∆Hcc′ −∆`c
}
`c, (154)
where we have used that ∆H−1 = −∆H. Similarly we have an equivalent variational
continuity identity obtained by exchanging c↔ c′ and `c ↔ ˜`c
∆Hxc′c =
˜`−1
c
{
Hc′c(∆`c)Hcc′ + ∆Hc′c −∆˜`c
}
˜`
c. (155)
Using these relations and the fact that δ(`−1c d`c) = `
−1
c (d∆`c)`c one can evaluate (153)
Ωcc′ = −
∫
[vv′]
〈
d∆`c uprise
(
Hcc′(∆˜`c)Hc′c + ∆Hcc′
)〉
, (156)
=
∫
[vv′]
〈
d∆˜`c uprise (Hc′c(∆`c)Hcc′ + ∆Hc′c)
〉
. (157)
Note that we repeatedly use the fact that the subalgebra su or an are isotropic with
respect to our scalar product. Quite remarkably the integrant of Ωcc′ is a total differen-
tial. This can be simply seen by taking the sum of ((156)) and ((157)) which gives after
integration
Ωcc′ = −1
2
(
〈∆`c uprise∆Hcc′〉+
〈
∆`c upriseHcc′(∆˜`c)Hc′c
〉
+
〈
∆Hc′c uprise∆˜`c
〉)∣∣∣x=v′
x=v
. (158)
To evaluate this expression one recall the definition of the triangular holonomies
Lcvv′ = `vc`cv′ , L
c′
v′v =
˜`
v′c ˜`cv. (159)
Taking their variation gives
(∆`cv′ −∆`cv) = `cv (∆Lcvv′) `−1cv , (∆˜`cv′ −∆˜`cv) = −˜`cv′ (∆Lc
′
v′v)
˜`−1
cv′ . (160)
By adding a vanishing contribution
〈
∆`cv′ upriseHcc′∆˜`cvH−1cc′
〉
−
〈
∆`cv′ upriseHcc′∆˜`cvH−1cc′
〉
to (158), we obtain
−2Ωcc′ =
〈
(∆`cv′ −∆`cv) ∧ (∆Hcc′ +Hcc′∆˜`cvH−1cc′ )
〉
+
〈
∆Hc′c uprise (∆˜`cv′ −∆˜`cv)
〉
+
〈
∆`cv′ ∧Hcc′(∆˜`cv′ −∆˜`cv)H−1cc′
〉
=
〈
(∆Lcvv′) uprise `−1cv (∆Hcc′ +Hcc′∆˜`cvHcc′)`cv
〉
−
〈
˜`−1
cv′(∆Hc′c +Hc′c∆`cv′Hcc′)
˜`
cv′ uprise (∆Lc
′
v′v)
〉
(161)
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We can now use the variational continuity equations (154) at x = v′ and (155) at
x = v, to get the simple expression
2Ωcc′ = −〈∆Lcvv′ uprise∆Hvcc′〉+
〈
∆Hv
′
c′c uprise ∆Lc
′
v′v
〉
= 〈∆Hvcc′ uprise∆Lcvv′〉+
〈
∆Hv
′
cc′ uprise ∆Lc
′
vv′
〉
, (162)
which is the desired result.
3.5 Ribbon network as the classical version of the quantum group spin net-
work
Let us recall that we consider a cellular decomposition Γ∗ of the 2d manifold Σ. We
denote Γ the dual 2-complex, made of nodes, links and faces. Let us see how the model
is now built in terms of the discretized variables. We focus, in this section, on the
Euclidean case with Λ < 0, since the Iwasawa decomposition is global in this case.
First the links are glued to each other at a node. For each link, we have a ribbon,
hence we need to glue the ribbons together. By construction, the triangular holonomies
in the AN sector going around a cell (eg a triangle) have a product which is the identity
(as we assumed there is no torsion defect).
Lc = Lcvv′Lcv′v′′Lcv′′v = `vc`cv′`v′c`cv′′`v′′c`cv = 1. (163)
This indicates that the three ribbons ends form a closed AN holonomy and tells us how
the ribbon are glued together, see Fig. 3. This is the analogue of the Gauss constraint.
vv’ vv’
c
`1
Figure 3: The ribbon data encodes all the geometric data. In particular, when the ribbons meet at
a node, the Gauss constraint `1`2`3 = L
c
v′′vL
c
v′v′′L
c
vv′ = 1 encodes the gauge invariance at the node
and is the generalization of the flat case X1 +X2 +X3 = 0.
Once the ribbons are glued together, we can also look at the faces generated by
the“long side” of the ribbon. Provided there is no curvature excitation, we expect to
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have a product of SU holonomies associated to the links li around v (or said otherwise
the links which form the boundary of face v∗) being equal to the identity.
Gv =
∏
li∈∂v∗
(
Hvli
)±1
= 1, (164)
where ±1 depends on the orientation of the link li.
These two sets of constraints provide the discretization of the (global) charges (50).
As we have seen in Section 3.3, these two sets of holonomies generate the discrete ana-
logue of the gauge transformations and the translations, as expected. Hence they should
be seen as a discretization fo the charges J ′ and P ′ given in (50), for constant transforma-
tion parameters on the boundary. Alternatively, one can check how the constraints Lc,
Gv can be viewed as a discretization of the generalized torsion and curvature constraints
(77), (76) (with no matter source).
Proposition 6 The holonomies Lcvv′, H
v
cc′ are related to the (infinitesimal) continuum
charges in the following way, with hcx a SU holonomy connecting c to x a point in the
relevant path.
Lcvv′ = P exp
(∫
[vv′]
hcx . e(x)
)
, (165)
Hvcc′ = P exp
(∫
[vv′]
ω(x)− (h−1cx (hcx B e(x))hcx)|su
)
(166)
The discrete constraints Lc = Lcvv′Lcv′v′′Lcv′′v = 1, Gv = Hvcc′ ..Hvc(n)c = 1 encode that the
generalized torsion and curvature are zero.
Lc = 1 ⇔ de+ ω B e+ 1
2
[e ∧ e]an = 0 (167)
Gv = 1 ⇔ dω + ω C e+ 1
2
[ω ∧ ω]su = 0. (168)
We leave the proof of the proposition in Appendix B.4. The expression of the discretized
variables in terms of the continuum fields when Λ 6= 0 is another aspect of the main
result of this paper.
The (generalized) LQG phase space is given in terms of the product of phase space
Dliσs associated to the links li = [cici+1], quotiented by the action of the (Gauss) con-
straints Lci ≡∏j Lcivjvj+1 acting at the nodes ci.
P := ×iDliσs//Lci (169)
The dynamics is given in terms of the contraints Gv associated to the vertices vi of Γ∗,
expressed in terms of the Hvi .
This model is exactly the model discussed in [68]. The ribbon structure was proposed
to define the classical phase space structure of 3d gravity in the presence of a cosmological
constant. Here this model is derived rigorously from the continuum. Note that [77]
analyzed how such model can be related to the Fock-Rosly approach to the Chern-
Simons formulation (in the case of the torus space).
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4 Recovering the quantum group structure
The quantum theory associated to the Heisenberg double phase space in the SUσs case is
a standard construction leading to the appearance of quantum group [16]. For the sake
of being complete let us recall the construction without going through all the technical
details (see also [31] in the SU(2) case). Again, we focus on D+− = SL(2,C) = SU(2) ./
AN, the Euclidean case with Λ < 0.
Constructing a quantum theory means that we use a representation of the relevant
symmetries, which we saw in Sections 2 and 3.3 were associated to charges. In the
case of 3d gravity, we have two types of symmetries, the rotation symmetries and the
translations. While in the full theory we need to implement both, the order in which
we implement them at the quantum level matters. The different options are first the
rotations then the translations, or vice versa, or both at the same time. The first
approach consists in the LQG picture, the second one is ”dual LQG” [78], and the third
one is the Chern-Simons picture.
In the following we will focus on the LQG approach, meaning that we will implement
the rotational symmetry first, encoded by the Gauss charges.
4.1 Poisson-Lie symmetry
Before proceeding to quantization we need to tie one lose end. The relationship between
the r-matrix r entering the Poisson brackets and the r-matrix r entering the deformation
of the action. These are given by
r− = −τI⊗JI ∈ an⊗su, r = rIJJI⊗JJ ∈ su⊗su. (170)
We have seen in (139) that the Poisson brackets of the rotational holonomies is given by
{h1, h2} = −[r−, h1h2]. (171)
We expect however that the charge of symmetries acting on our phase space to belong
the the Poisson-Lie group SU. This possesses the Poisson commutation relations
{h1, h2} = [r, h1h2]. (172)
There seems to be a tension between this two results. This tension is simply resolved
by the fact that these two expressions are the same.
[r, h1h2] = −[r−, h1h2] (173)
Strikingly this shows that the r-matrix we have introduced at the very beginning as
a boundary term (33) enters as a structure constant deforming the symmmetry group
action. r is the standard r-matrix encoding the deformation of the group SU(2) [76], [16].
Our construction highlights that the notion of quantum group appears from the addition
of the specific boundary term in (33).
One first establish it at the level of the Lie algebra: Given α ∈ su we want to prove
that
[r, α1 + α2] = −[r−, α1 + α2]. (174)
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This can be established by a direct computation as shown in [16]. For the reader’s
convenience we present it here explicitly. Taking α = JI , and using (65) and (62), we
have
−[r−,JI⊗1 + 1⊗JI ] = [τJ ,JI ]⊗JJ − τJ⊗[JJ ,JI ]
= −(CJKIJK + IJKτK)⊗JJ − τJ⊗(JIKJK),
= CJK
IJJ ⊗ JK
= σ[(n · J)⊗ JI − JI⊗(n · J)]. (175)
while on the other hand we have
[r,JI⊗1 + 1⊗JI ] = rAB
(
[JA,JI ]⊗JB + JA⊗[JB,JI ])
=
(
rAB
AIC
)
(JC⊗JB − JB⊗JC)
= nDDAB
AIC(JC⊗JB − JB⊗JC)
= σnD(δIBδ
C
D − δCBδID)(JC⊗JB − JB⊗JC)
= σ[(n · J)⊗JI − JI⊗(n · J)]. (176)
This establishes (174). The identity (173) follows by exponentiation.
4.2 Quantization
Specific representation choice. It is useful to choose a specific representation to make
some explicit calculations. An element ` in AN will be specified by a real number λ and
a complex number z.
` ≡
(
λ 0
z λ−1
)
, ¯`≡
(
λ−1 −z
0 λ
)
. (177)
Note however that this representation is not faithful for AN so this is why we need to
consider also ¯`≡ `†−1. (The map G → G¯ = G†−1 is a group morphism of AN, which
leaves the rotation subgroup invariant, as can be seen from the Iwasawa decomposition
`h→h†`†→ `†−1h†−1 = ¯`h [31].) It is convenient to consider dimensionless Lie algebra
generators, (σI , ξI = iσI+(σ×nˆ)I), where nˆ = (0, 0, 1) is the (dimensionless) normalized
vector, and σI are the (hermitian) Pauli matrices
12 with [σI , σJ ] = i IJ
KσK .
JI = −iκ σI , τI = i
√
|Λ|ξI . (178)
This means in particular that the r-matrix parametrizing the Poisson brackets will have
an explicit parameter dependence (not hidden in the Lie algebra generators anymore
as in section 3.3), given by γ = κ
√|Λ|. This leads to an explicit expression for the
r-matrix.
r− = −τ I⊗JI = − γ ξI⊗σI = iγ
4

−1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 −4 1 0
0 0 0 −1
 . (179)
12Rescaled by a factor 12 .
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We recall that for a given link, we have the ribbon variables ` ∈ AN, with Poisson
brackets
{`1, `2} = [r−, `1`2], {¯`1, ¯`2} = [r−, ¯`1 ¯`2], {`1, ¯`2} = [r−, `1 ¯`2]. (180)
These are equivalent to the following Poisson commutation relations
{λ, z} = iγ
2
zλ, {λ, z¯} = −iγ
2
z¯λ, {z¯, z} = −iγ(λ2 − λ−2). (181)
while other commutators vanish.
Quantization. Let us quantize the matrix elements of `, so that they become operators
[31,79]. We first introduce the parameter
q = e~γ/2, with ~γ = ~κ
√
|Λ| = 8pi lP
lc
, (182)
where lP = ~G is the Planck length and lC = |Λ|− 12 is the cosmological scale.
We define then the deformed quantum monodromy matrix
`→ ˆ`=
(
K 0
(q − q−1)J+ K−1
)
, ¯`→ ˆ`¯=
(
K−1 −(q − q−1)J−
0 K
)
, (183)
where the correspondence is
K = λˆ, (q − q−1)J+ = zˆ, −(q − q−1)J− = ˆ¯z. (184)
The classical r-matrix becomes the quantum R-matrix
r−→R− = q− 12

q 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 (q − q−1) 1 0
0 0 0 q
 = 1+ i~ r− +O(~2). (185)
Finally the Poisson brackets which appears though the limit [ˆ`1, ˆ`2] → −i~{`1, `2}, are
quantized through
R− ˆ`1 ˆ`2 = ˆ`2 ˆ`1R− → {`1, `2} = [r−, `1`2],
R− ˆ`¯1 ˆ`¯2 = ˆ`¯2 ˆ`¯1R− → {¯`1, ¯`2} = [r−, ¯`1 ¯`2],
R− ˆ`1 ˆ`¯2 = ˆ`¯2 ˆ`1R− → {`1, ¯`2} = [r−, `1 ¯`2]. (186)
In components, the commutation relations on the right hand side of (186) read
K J+K
−1 = q J+, K J−K−1 = q−1 J−, [J+, J−] =
K2 −K−2
q − q−1 . (187)
These are the commutation relations of Uq(SU(2)). This is encoding the well-known fact
that the quantum algebra of functions on AN is isomorphic to the algebra Uq(SU(2)).
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The last element we need is the Hilbert space. Since we intend first to implement
the rotational symmetries, we consider the natural Hilbert space associated to the ˆ`
which actually span Uq(SU(2)). Hence we consider the Hilbert space given in terms of
the irreducible representations of Uq(SU(2)). Strictly speaking we should consider such
Hilbert space for a half link, and glue two of such representations to build a full link as
recalled in [78]. We will skip these subtleties here.
Now that we have the quantum theory for a given link, we need to extend the
structure to the full graph Γ. For simplicity we have taken Γ∗ to be a triangulation
so that the nodes of Γ are trivalent. For each node, we have three AN holonomies,
belonging to different phase spaces, which product is 1. This is the Gauss law. The
product is given by the matrix product.
The quantum version of the Gauss law is direct. Since we have to consider three
phase spaces, we have to deal with three Hilbert space copies, with each quantum AN
holonomy acting a given Hilbert space. The AN holonomies are multiplied using the
matrix product, hence the natural quantization of the holonomy product is
(``′)ik =
∑
j
(`)ij(`
′)jk→ (̂``′)ik ≡∑
j
(̂`)ij⊗(̂`)jk = ∆̂`ik. (188)
This is nothing else than the natural coproduct for the algebra of functions on AN. We
read in terms of the components,
∆̂`= ( K ⊗K 0
(q − q−1)(J+ ⊗K +K−1 ⊗ J+) K−1 ⊗K−1
)
,
and ∆ˆ`¯=
(
K ⊗K −(q − q−1)(J− ⊗K +K−1 ⊗ J−)
0 K−1 ⊗K−1
)
.
(189)
We recognize the coproduct of Uq(SU(2)). The Gauss constraint demanding that the
product of the three AN holonomies is 1 is then quantized as
1ik = (``
′`′′)ik =
∑
jl
`ij`
′
jl`
′′
lk→
∑
jl
̂`
ij⊗̂`jl⊗̂`lk = (1⊗∆) ◦∆̂`ik = 1̂ik. (190)
The elements in the Hilbert space solutions of such constraints are the Uq(SU(2)) in-
tertwiners, generated by the deformed Clebsh-Gordan coefficients. We recover in this
way the Uq(SU(2)) spin networks. Solving then the last set of constraints for the SU(2)
holonomies gives rise to the Turaev-Viro amplitude13 [80].
Outlook
In this work we investigated why, at the quantum level, a deformed gauge symmetry,
parametrized by the cosmological constant Λ, appears whereas the original action for
3d gravity is a plain undeformed gauge theory.
13The TV model is usually defined for Uq(su(2)) with q root of unity to have a finite model. The other signature
and cosmological constant sign cases usually lead to a divergent model, just like the Ponzano-Regge model. These
divergences can be understood as signaling the presence of a non-compact symmetry and can be gauged away [36].
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The first key insight was to realize that we had to perform a change of variables
at the continuum level, in order to have a Gauss constraint/rotational charge algebra
depending upon the cosmological constant. The change of variables is a simple canonical
transformation parametrized by a vector n which equivalently can be seen as induced
by a boundary term. Such vector n is taken as a scalar (ie an invariant) for the gauge
symmetries and therefore leads to a modification of the realization of the symmetries.
Since n is constrained to depend on Λ, we do get symmetries that depend on Λ at the
action level.
This is yet another example that the choice of variables matters in the quest of
defining a proper quantum gravity theory. There is an obvious parallel in our work and
the 4d LQG approach where one performs a canonical transformation parameterized by
a scalar, the Immirzi parameter or equivalently adds a (topological) term not modifying
the equations of motion, the Holst term to define the Ashtekar-Barbero variables. This
canonical transformation renders the theory more amenable to discretization, just like
our term does for 3d gravity. The main difference however is that n is parameterized
by Λ so it is not really adding an extra parameter in the theory unlike the Immirzi
parameter.
The second key insight is the discretization procedure. It is in fact a subtle procedure:
we have decomposed the system into subsystems and managed to project all the degrees
of freedom on the boundary of the subsystems by imposing an appropriate truncation of
the degrees of freedom. Such truncation is obtained by going on-shell. In the 3d gravity
context, this amounts to consider region of homogeneous curvature and no torsion.
This is essentially the same as dealing with the notion of ”geometric structures” [69] or
equivalently homogeneously curved polygons. A boundary shared by two polygons can
be viewed from the perspective of each polygon, and an isometry relating the two, the
so-called continuity equations. This allowed to express the discrete variables solely in
terms of ”corner” terms (the classical version of the Kitaev triangle operators [73] [74]).
From this perspective, the quantum group symmetry appears in a sense as the ”corner
term contributions”. Note also that our work shares some similarities with the seminal
works [32] [33], where the quantum group symmetry is identified at the classical level
for the Wess-Zumino model.
The phase space associated to each link of the graph Γ (dual to the triangulation Γ∗)
now depends on the cosmological constant Λ. Importantly, we have derived this phase
space (the Heisenberg double) starting from the continuum symplectic form. It was
already known that such Heisenberg double equipped with the appropriate constraints,
provides a discretization of 3d gravity with a non-vanishing cosmological constant [68]
and also leads upon quantization to deformed spin networks and the TV amplitude
[31]. We have therefore found the missing link connecting the discretized model and
the continuum model. This paper provides therefore a long thought-for and rigorous
derivation of the quantum group structure – as a kinematical symmetry– in the 3d loop
quantum gravity case. Interestingly it can also provide the link between the Fock-Rosly
approach and the gravity continuum variables, since it was explicitly shown in [77] how
such approach was related to the ribbon model [68].
This works opens many new avenues of investigation. Let us review some of them.
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More general vector n. There is some room to go beyond the quantum group case, by
removing some conditions on the vector n,
δn = 0, n2 = −Λ2, dn = 0, nI = (0, 0, n3). (191)
We can consider for example a vector such dn 6= 0, which would generate some new
central extension (52) that would be interesting to explore.
In our construction, the vector n is a scalar for the symmetries, with its norm fixed by
the cosmological constant. Hence in a sense, the only relevant information we keep about
n is its norm. It would be interesting to see how its direction could also be relevant.
For example, two vectors n, related by a rotation lead to isomorphic quantum group
structures. At the classical level a rotation of the vectors corresponds to a canonical
transformation. It would be interesting to see whether this is the case at the quantum
group level. That is is it possible to relate explicitly two rotated quantum group structure
by a unitary transformation?
Unexplored cases. For the sake of simplicity, we focused on the simplest cases. Indeed
as we argued earlier, the Euclidean case with positive cosmological constant has to be
treated separately due to appearance of reality conditions since we have to deal with a
complex n.
In the Lorentzian cases, we focused on the component connected to the identity to
use the Iwasawa decomposition, `h = h˜˜`, but one should deal with the general case,
where there exist di, dj ∈ d−,s, such that `dih = h˜d−1j ˜`. The Heisenberg double can
be generalized accordingly [67]. This amounts however to decorate the ribbon by some
curvature parametrized by di.
We have studied only one polarization choice in the discretization in section 3.
Namely we looked at the case where AN holonomies are associated to the edges whereas
the SU holonomies are associated to the links. Due to the symmetric treatment be-
tween the two groups, we can actually swap the location of the holonomies. In fact the
continuity equation (105) also allows to identify the dual variables.
GcvGvc′ = Gcv′Gv′c′ ⇔ L˜vcc′H˜c
′
vv′ = H˜
c
vv′L˜
v′
cc′ . (192)
Hence we have L˜xcc′ ∈ AN, with x being v or v′, associated to the links and H˜yvv′ ∈ SU,
with y being c or c′, associated to the edges. This provides a deformation of the dual
loop formalism [60,62], which should be the classical analogue of [59] (for the case q real
though). We leave the study of this other polarization for later studies.
It is clear that our construction can be generalized to any factorizable group. Namely,
considering a BF theory associated with a simple Lie group G, we expect the boundary
deformation to be given in terms of the standard r-matrix and the main results and
proofs to generalize seamlessly. We leave this for future work.
Adding matter. While we did not introduce matter, in the shape of curvature or torsion
excitations, the formalism can certainly be extended to this case. We expect that the
edge mode (or corner terms) perspective provides naturally the notion of particles in
the curved case, just like it did in the flat case [61].
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We expect then to recover a version of the Kitaev model, defined for (deformation
of) Lie groups. It would be then interesting to explore how much gravity questions we
could ask in the Kitaev model context. This would develop some new interplay between
models of (topological) quantum information theory and quantum gravity.
4d case. The case of real interest is certainly the 4d case and one can expect that our
approach here is also relevant in this context. Indeed, preliminary calculations show
that one can perform an analogue change of variables to remove the volume term in the
action and to have some Λ dependent gauge transformations. This would provide hints
on the proper deformation one would expect in the 4d case. According to the signature
and sign of the cosmological constant, there might be also some non-trivial interplays
with the time gauge. This question is currently being addressed.
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A Playing with cross and dot products
A.1 Poisson algebra of charges
We explicitly calculate the Poisson bracket between the different charges generating the
deformed symmetries. We work with κ = 1.
{P ′α, P ′β} = {Pα + Jα×n, Pβ + Jβ×n}
= σΛJα×β + P(α×n)×β−(β×n)×α + J(α×n)×(β×n) α×(β×n)−β×(α×n)=(α×β)×n
= (σΛ + σn2)Jα×β + P(α×β)×n + J((α×β)×n)×n (α×n)×(β×n)=((α×β)×n)×n+σn2(α×β)
= (σΛ + σn2)J ′α×β + P
′
(α×β)×n
{J ′α, P ′β} = {Jα, Pβ + Jβ×n}
= Pα×β + Jα×(β×n)
= Pα×β + Jβ×(α×n) + J(α×β)×n α×(β×n)−β×(α×n)=(α×β)×n
= P ′α×β + J
′
β×(α×n) (193)
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A.2 dσs gauge theory.
Let us consider the d connection A = ω + e, then the curvature of A is
F [A] = dA+ 1
2
[A ∧A] = dω + de+ 1
2
[(ω + e) ∧ (ω + e)]
= dω + de+
1
2
[ω ∧ ω] + 1
2
[e ∧ e] + [ω ∧ e]
= dω + de+
1
2
[ω ∧ ω] + 1
2
[e ∧ e] + ω B e+ ω C e
= (dω +
1
2
[ω ∧ ω] + ω C e) + (de+ 1
2
[e ∧ e] + ω B e) (194)
which is the sum of the generalized curvature in the su direction and the generalized
torsion in the an sector.
To determine the derivative in the different sectors, we consider the dσs element
ψ = α + φ, α ∈ su and φ ∈ an,
dAψ = dα + dφ+ [(ω + e), (α + φ)] (195)
= (dα + [ω, α] + ω C φ+ eB α) + (dφ+ [e, φ] + ω B φ+ eC α) (196)
Setting either of α or φ to be zero, we get the derivative in the respective directions.
Dα = dα + [ω, α]su + eB α (197)
= dα + ω × α + e× (n× α) (198)
D˜φ = dφ+ [e, φ]an + ω B φ (199)
= dφ+ (e× φ)× n+ ω × φ (200)
These derivative satisfy the metric compatibility condition
d(α · φ) = Dα · φ+ α · D˜φ, (201)
which can be shown directly using the definition of the vector triple product (α×β)×n =
σ[(α · n)β − α(n · β)].
B Some proofs
B.1 Proof of Proposition 2
We want to prove that
δLαyΩcc′ = 〈α , ∆`〉 (202)
It is actually only necessary to use (119) in the symplectic form to identify the charge
generating the infinitesimal rotations. The following identities will be useful to do the
proof.
h˜−1`h = ˜` ⇔ ∆˜`= h−1(`−1∆h˜`+ ∆`+ ∆h)h〈
h−1δLαh , ∆˜`
〉
=
〈
δLαhh
−1 , (`−1∆h˜−1`+ ∆`+ ∆h)
〉
=
〈
δLαhh
−1 , `−1(−∆h+ ∆`)`〉
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With this in mind the calculation is direct.
δLαyΩcc′ =
1
2
(〈
δLα h˜h˜
−1 , ∆`
〉
+
〈
δLαhh
−1 , h∆˜`h−1
〉
−
〈
∆h˜ , δLα``
−1
〉)
=
1
2
(〈
δLα h˜h˜
−1 , ∆`
〉
+
〈
δLαhh
−1 , `−1(−∆h˜+ ∆`)`
〉
−
〈
∆h˜ , δLα``
−1
〉)
=
1
2
(〈
δLα h˜h˜
−1 + `δLαhh
−1`−1 , ∆`
〉
−
〈
δLα``
−1 + `δLαhh
−1`−1 , ∆h˜
〉)
=
1
2
(〈
α + δLαGG
−1 − δLα``−1 , ∆`
〉− 〈δLαGG−1 , ∆h˜〉)
= 〈α , ∆`〉 − 1
2
〈
α , ∆h˜
〉
= 〈α , ∆`〉 (203)
B.2 Proof of Proposition 3
We want to prove that the Poisson brackets
{`1, `2} = [r−, `1`2], {`1, h2} = `1r−h2, (204)
{`1, ˜`2} = 0, {`1, h˜2} = r− `1h˜2.
with r− = −τI⊗JI are the right brackets to generate the infinitesimal transformations,
through the formula
δLα · = −
〈
α1 + φ1 , {`1 , ·}`−11
〉
1
, (205)
where α ∈ su and φ ∈ an. The fact that φ is projected out is necessary to interpret
{`1 , ·}`−11 as a vector field in AN.
The proof goes as follows
− 〈α1 + φ1 , {`1 , `2}`−11 〉1 = − 〈α1 + φ1 , [r−, `1`2]`−11 〉1
= 〈(α + φ), τI〉JI`−
〈
(α + φ), `τI`
−1〉 `JI
= α`− 〈`−1α` , τI〉 `JI = α`− (αC `)I`JI
= α`− `(αC `) = δLα`, (206)
where we used that αC ` = (`−1α`)|su = 〈`−1α` , τI〉JI and that 〈`−1φ` , τI〉 = 0.
Similarly, taking
− 〈α1 + φ1 , {`1 , h2}`−11 〉1 = − 〈α1 + φ1 , `1 r− h2`−11 〉1
=
〈
α + φ , `τI`
−1〉JIh
= (`−1α`)|suh = (αC `)h = δLαh (207)
Finally
−
〈
α1 + φ1 , {`1 , h˜2}`−11
〉
1
= −
〈
α , r− h˜2
〉
1
= 〈α + φ , τI〉JI h˜ = αh = δLα h˜, (208)
while
{`1, ˜`2} = 0 → δLα ˜`= 0. (209)
which completes the proof.
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B.3 Proof of Proposition 5
We want to prove that the Poisson brackets
{h˜1, h˜2} = [r+, h˜1h˜2], {h˜1, ˜`2} = h˜1r+ ˜`2, {h˜1 , h2} = 0, {h˜1 , `2} = r+h˜1`2. (210)
are the right brackets to generate the infinitesimal transformations, through the formula
δLφ · =
〈
α1 + φ1 , {h˜1 , ·}h˜−11
〉
1
, (211)
where α ∈ su and φ ∈ an.
The proof goes as follows. First
δLφ h˜ =
〈
α1 + φ1 , {h˜1 , h˜2}h˜−11
〉
1
=
〈
α1 + φ1 , [r+, h˜1h˜2]h˜
−1
1
〉
1
= 〈α1 + φ1 , JI〉 τ I h˜−
〈
α1 + φ1 , h˜JI h˜
−1
〉
h˜τ I = φh˜− h˜(h˜−1φh˜)|an
= φh˜− h˜(φC h˜). (212)
Then the other proofs are direct.
{h˜1, ˜`2} = h˜1r+ ˜`2 → δLφ ˜`(h˜−1φh˜)|an ˜`= (φC h˜)h˜ (213)
{h˜1 , h2} = 0 → δLφh = 0 (214)
{h˜1 , `2} = r+h˜1`2 → δLφ ` = φ`. (215)
B.4 Proof of Proposition 6
First we want to find the relation between the discrete charges and the continuum
ones. Let us consider the AN holonomy Lcvv′ = `vc`cv′ . It is enough to focus on the
single holonomy `cx for x ∈ [vv′], as in Fig. 1. We can express `cx in terms of the an
connection e(y) ≡ `−1cy d`cy.
`cx = P exp
(∫
cx
e
)
. (216)
In a similar way, we can define a SU holonomy h and connection ω(y) ≡ h−1cy dhcy.
hcx = P exp
(∫
cx
ω
)
. (217)
The connections ω, e are actually related to the spin connection ω and frame field e.
Recall that we took in (89), (90), omitting the subscripts cy,
ωIJI ≡ h−1dh +
(
h−1(`−1d`)h
)
|su = ω +
(
h−1 eh
)
|su (218)
eIτI ≡
(
h−1 (`−1d`)h
)
|an =
(
h−1 eh
)
|an ≡ h
−1 . e . (219)
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The action we defined h . e = (h eh−1)|an is indeed an action since
g
(
h eh−1
)
g−1 =
(
(gh) e (gh)−1
)
|an +
(
(gh) e (gh)−1
)
|su = (gh)B e+
(
(gh) e (gh)−1
)
|su
= g
(
h eh−1
)
|an g
−1 + g
(
h eh−1
)
|su g
−1 = (g
(
h eh−1
)
|an g
−1)|an + (g
(
h eh−1
)
|an g
−1)|su
+(g
(
h eh−1
)
|su g
−1)|su
⇔ (gh)B e = (g (h eh−1)|an g−1)|an = g B (hB e).
Now we deduce that
e(x) = hcx B e(x), ω(x) = ω(x)−
(
h−1cx e(x)hcx
)
|su . (220)
This allows to have explicitly that
Lcvv′ = `vc`cv′ = P exp
(∫
cc′
hcx B e(x)
)
, (221)
Hvcc′ = hcvhvc′ = P exp
(∫
vv′
ω(x)− (h−1cx (hcx B e(x))hcx)|su
)
(222)
We want to find the infinitesimal constraints behind the discrete Gauss and flatness
constraints. Let us first focus on the Gauss constraint.
Lc =
∏
i
`ci = 1⇔ de+
1
2
[e ∧ e]an = 0. (223)
To determine what is (223) in terms of the frame field e and the connection ω, we first
identify that e = (h e h−1)|an from (219). We will use the identities coming from the
match pair properties(
h[h−1dh, e]h−1
)
|an =
(
h[h−1dh, e]|anh
−1)
|an = hB [h
−1dh, e]|an = hB ((h−1dh)B e),
h−1[e ∧ e]h = h−1 B [e ∧ e]an + (h−1[e ∧ e]h)|su
= [(h−1eh) ∧ (h−1eh)] = [(h−1 B e) ∧ (h−1 B e)]an + 2(h−1eh)|su . (h−1eh)|an
+2(h−1eh)|an . (h
−1eh)|su + [(h
−1eh)|su ∧ (h−1eh)|su]su
⇔ h−1 B [e ∧ e]an = [(h−1 B e) ∧ (h−1 B e)]an + 2(h−1eh)|su . (h−1eh)|an
= [e ∧ e]an + 2(h−1eh)|su . e
Plugging the expression of e in (223), we get
0 = de+
1
2
[e ∧ e]an = hB de+
(
h[h−1dh, e]h−1
)
|an +
1
2
[e ∧ e]an
= hB de+ hB (h−1dhB e) + 1
2
[e ∧ e]an
= hB de+ hB ((ω − (h−1 eh)|su)B e) + 12hB [e ∧ e]an + hB ((h−1eh)|su . e)
= hB (de+ ω B e+ 1
2
[e ∧ e]an) (224)
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This is the deformed continuous Gauss constraint (86).
Nest we want to prove that
F [ω] = dω +
1
2
[ω ∧ ω]su = 0⇔ dω + 1
2
[ω ∧ ω]su + ω C e = 0. (225)
As before a number of identities are necessary to prove to get the equivlance. First,
denoting [, ] for the Lie algebra d bracket, we have
1
2
h−1 [e ∧ e]an h = 1
2
h−1 [e ∧ e]h = 1
2
[h−1eh ∧ h−1eh]
=
1
2
[(h−1eh)|an ∧ (h−1eh)|an ] + [(h−1eh)|su ∧ (h−1eh)|an ]
+
1
2
[(h−1eh)|su ∧ (h−1eh)|su ]
This means that we have
1
2
(h−1 [e ∧ e]an h)|su = [(h−1eh)|su ∧ (h−1eh)|an ]|su +
1
2
[(h−1eh)|su ∧ (h−1eh)|su ]su. (226)
We also check that
d(h−1eh)|su = (h
−1 deh)|su − [(h−1eh) ∧ ω]|su
= −1
2
(h−1[e ∧ e]anh)|su − [(h−1eh)|su ∧ ω]|su − [(h−1eh)|an ∧ ω]|su (227)
= −[(h−1eh)|su ∧ (h−1eh)|an ]|su −
1
2
[(h−1eh)|su ∧ (h−1eh)|su ]su
− [(h−1eh)|su ∧ (ω −
(
h−1 eh
)
|su)]|su − [(h
−1eh)|an ∧ (ω −
(
h−1 eh
)
|su)]|su
=
1
2
[(h−1eh)|su ∧ (h−1eh)|su ]su − [(h−1eh)|su ∧ ω]|su − [(h−1eh)|an ∧ ω]|su
=
1
2
[(h−1eh)|su ∧ (h−1eh)|su ]su − [(h−1eh)|su ∧ ω]|su − ω C e, (228)
where in (227) we used (226), and in (228), we used the definition of the frame field, as
well as the definition of the action of an on su. This means that
dω(h
−1eh)|su = d(h
−1eh)|su + [ω ∧ (h−1eh)|su ]su
=
1
2
[(h−1eh)|su ∧ (h−1eh)|su ]su − [(h−1eh)|su ∧ ω]|su − ω C e+ [ω ∧ (h−1eh)|su ]su
=
1
2
[(h−1eh)|su ∧ (h−1eh)|su ]su − ω C e. (229)
With this in mind, the relation between F [ω] and the generalized curvature is direct.
Recalling that ω = ω − (h−1eh)|su ,
F [ω] = F [ω]− dω(h−1eh)|su +
1
2
[(h−1eh)|su ∧ (h−1eh)|su ]
= F [ω] + ω C e, (230)
where we just replaced the value of dω(h
−1eh)|su determined in (229).
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